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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW

-
The Gifted Science Project (GSP) of Montgomery County Public Schools

(MCPS) was federallylfunded for three 'years, 1977-1980, under the Elemtn-
tary and Secondari *cation Act (ESEA), Title IV-C, Grantor Project
piumber 30-77-3-16-0039. The project's purpose' was to build a resource
bank to enrich sciedce studies of individual students in Grades 3-8.
The GSP is not a cutriculum,,nor do its.resources include standard science
content maerials. ,Instead, it provides resources students can use
autonomouslyor with'assistance from adults to complete science projects,
investigate science-related careers, and pursue activities to enhance
their comprehension of scientific processes and laboratory skills.

On the basis 01 his 25 years of experience in science education,
the GSP director knew that there is a dearth of such materials and oppor-
tunities for students in Grades 3-8. In contrast to senior high school
science students, whO have a very wide variety of opportunities avail-
able, students in Oe elementary and middle grades are offered few oppor-
tunities outside 4.he classroom to enrich their science studies. And, as
was confirmed by literature searches later conducted by the GSP staff,
the dir%ctor also observed a shortage of materials students could use
independently to explore various principles of science. Therefore, the

project was developed to provide such materials and opportunities to
students-in Grades 3-8.

The resodrces compiled by the GSP are specifically intended for indi-
vidual students who are not only gifted but also strongly motivated to

study scientific'questions. Resources include information on scientific
careers, agenciep'and laboratories, published materialg, and special
activities such as,science awards, campetitions, and fairs. Also includ-
ed are local scientists, engineers, and medical professionals who have
agreed to function as mentors to individual students with an interest
in their area of;expertise.

Eligible st'dents are selected according to published MCPS pracedures.
A teacher or oth r staff member then interviews the student to determine
the student's de*ree and focus of interest in science. With this knowl-.
edge, the adult ghen uses the Project Resource File (FRF) to locate
appropriate resotirces for the student and, makes arrangements for the /

student to use these resources.

Once funding was obtained, the GSP director, who also funCtions as
the secondary scitnce coordinator for MCPS, hired staff members skilled
in the areas of s ience, research, media, and typing. 'After Conducting
research to determine the availability of similar materials in other
districts, the staff began the task of building its resource bank, the

PRF. tonsiderable, effort was exerted in obtaining community Kesources
(local scientists willing to serve as mentors; scientific agencies, lab-
oratories and libraries willing to assist individual studentp; and oppor-
tunities for science competition, courses, and lectures). The GSP staff
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alsb compiled a wide variety of published materials for use by individual
gifted students. These materials include books, kits, and media packages
that present science4related career information, ideas for science projects,
and information on 4'eveloping skills related to the processes of science.

Because' MCPS schooh-gave microfiche readers Ind the cost of this
medium is far lower that hat orprint,'the PRF is reproduced on micro-
fiche. A description of eacfi resource was typed on a separate sheet of
paper, and these sheets were arranged.for reproduction according to
topic

Fifteen pub ic schoold and one Catholic school were chosen for the
pilot stage of the project. A number of in-service sessions and methods
were used to train local school staff to use the PRF. When the GSP staff
found taat the PRF was receiving very limited use in schools, the staff
undertook the tasks of interviewing students, selecting appropriate re-
sources, and arranging for their use. From this experience it appears
that inceased in-service at local schools, incteased support from central
and area office staff, and the use of aides or parent vblunteers would
be helpful to insure that these resources are adequately exploited by
the students fqr who'd they are intended.

MCPS provided funds for the limited purchase of books and other' mate-

rials o support the goals of the project. GSP staff assumed responsi-
.bility for compiling hiniographies of available materials, providing
the bibliographies to the schools so that they could make selections, and .

processing and disseminating the materials once they arrived.

The GSP staff also developed a methodology for'evaluating the project.
One or more.reports were completed by all students, teachers, and resource
persons who were actively involved in the project. In addition, feed-
back was received from the principals and media specialists of the tryout

schools. Findings of the evaluation included a large increase in the,use
of resources during the project tryout compared to the previous year, posJ
itive experiences reported by students who used resources, and ambivalence
on the part of teachers concerning the tradeoff of benefit to students and

time required. A number of recommendations were received for improving,
project materials and services, and these were incorporated into revisions

to the PRF for 1980-1981.

PROBLEMS
A

As would be expecOd in any similar undertaking, the GSP encountered
a number 9f problos ddring its three-year development period. Staff

turnover haturally caused interruptions in the flow of activities. In

addition, the director, who assumed this responsibility in addition to
his regular duties, found that the GSP demanded more time and attention
than he had anticipated, leading him to conclude that administration
of such a project should be Osumed by a full-time director.

A
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The GSP staff was also distracted by requests fl'om parents and others
in MCPS for materials and resources befpre theSe resources were compiled
and developed.

Frustrations were also encountered-during the project's tryout period.
Teacher resistance occurred both in response to.the large number of re-
quired evaluation reports and in, response to the amount pf time it took
to arrange for student use of ph-oject resources.. Alehough some pubAshed
materials were obtained for each tryout school, many of the items in the
PRF were not in the school collections. Problems also occured when tehch-
ers ignore agreements with resource persons hnd,provided their names and
telephone numbers to students and parents since agreements had sptcified
that only MCPS staff would make initial contacts and arrangements with
these people. The.constraints of teacher time led the GSP staff to simpli-
fy the PRF and procedures.for its 'use( The GSP staff also recommends that
similar projects consider providing increased in-service and encouraging

'the use of aides or volunteers to d'ssist teachers in arranging for stu-
dents to use the resources of the PRF. Sufficienc.funding should be

planned to provide the published materials to each school.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The staff believes, however, that the GSP has aCcomplished a great
deal during its developmental period.and that the GSP can be used as a
model for other similar projects for a, variety of grade levels,-subject

areas, special populations, and general programs.
,°.

It pro4des resources for the iounAer student whose intellect is
still developing and whose career choiceS-have not yet'been made., It
provides these students opportunities to explore numerous topics in a

wide variety of ways.

'Though the projtct doas not present curriculum, It helps teachers in
regular classrooms (as wellas in programs for the gifted and talented)

to use resources with existing curricula. Resources are coded according

to grade level, topic, and objective within the MCPS Science Instructional

System.

The project created operating definitionsfor nine resource categor-
ies, then sibred information about these resources in a retrievable form.
This practical-and useful system has the potential for application tO

many other projects.

By recruiting female and minority resource persons, the GSP staf
took steps to insure that female and minority students would be provided
with strong role models. The staff also waS--Nreful to be sure that any
obstacles a handicapped student could encounter in using a resource are
clearly described and that the safety of any student in potentially
dangerous situations is guaranteed. 4
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The'GSP dev,e1oped a standardized procedure for recruiting resodrcês
and developed criteria, albeit subjective, to evaluate the usefulness of
published materials. Materials selected encourage,students to be actively
involved in exploring science processes, projects and careers.

FUTURE

A continuation grant for 1980-81 will suppor in-service training for
the continued dissemination of the PRF to additional schools. All MCPS
schools will have access to the resources of the PRY. No additional staff
are being requested to administer the program in the future. Existifig

staff, including science coordinators, resource teachers, and teacher
specialists for science and gifted an.4 talented programs, should be able
to incoriorate implementation of the project into,their normal duties.
The PRI' will be updated every two years by part-time summer staff.

SUMMARY

In summary, although the GSP encountered predictable problems, it
accomplished a great deal. .Not only will gifted MCPS science students
bendfit,from this resource bank for many years to come, but it is also
hoped that other school systems will be able to exploit the experience
of this project in order to develop similar projects of their own.

, Additional information abOtit the history, evaluation, and other
products of the project can be obtained by writing Or calling the project
director.

John R. Pancella
Coordinator, Secondary Science
and Director, Gifted Science
Project

Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hurigerford Drive
Rockville, MD 20850

Telephone: (301) 279-3421
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FOREWORD

'The Gifted ,cience Project was created to fill a

need identr d in Montgomery County to irovide

resources fog#ted students in Grades 3-8 who

are motivatedtin)pcience. We are pleased to

offer this report,l; which documents the history of

,
,

the project and offers.'specific suggestions on

\ , ,

replicating it in oiber grades or subject areas.

o.

.10

Edward Andrews
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A NOTE TO THE READER

7

The Gifted Science Project staffpursued a number Of tasks simulta-
neously ifiroughout,the grant period. This fact made a strictly Chrono-
logical approach to this report neither feasible nor useful. Consequent-
ly, thewriters have presented the information basically in chronological
order but have grouped topics togethe where necessary for clarity.

Throughout this report, description sections are followed by recom-
mendation sections. This format seemed more logical to the writers than
suamarizing all recommendation*at the conclusion of the entire report,
where they would be disconnected from the experiences that prompt0 them.

Two kinds-of objectives are mentioned in this report: the objectives
of the Gifted Science Project itself; and the instructional objectives fot
science, developed by Montgomeiy County Public Schools (MCPS). MCPS is
currently in the process of revising its science objectives. These re-
vised objectives are collectively called the Science Instructional System
(SIS) and will be incorporated into the MCPS Program of Studies during
the 1982-83 school yeai. In anticipation of this change in the MCPS
curriculum, the Gifted Science Project staff decided to code project re-
sources to the new SIS objectives rather than match resources to objec-
tives in the older Program of Studies.

For the reader's convenience, these four abbreviations, which are
1used throughout this report, are given in full:

1. 6SP: Gifted Science Project
2. MCPS: Montgomery County Public Schools
3. PRF: Project Resource File
4. SIS: Science Inseructional System

There are four companion documents to this report:

1. Evaluation Report on the Gifted Science Project
2. In-service Manual
3. User's MA
4. Bibliographies f published materials

These documents can be obtained by contacting

Dr. John R. Plltella
COordinator, Secondary cience
Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850,

Telephone: (301) 279-3421
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I., ,GRNERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

Parents an#
that will ch

Such reso
but are ge
school btude
and make av.

3-8.

A\

teachers are constantly.searching for science resources
the studies of gifted s udents beyond the classroom.

e widely available for gh school and college students

difficult to locate r elementary and junior high
The Gifted Science Project (GSP) was ptoposed to locate
e these science reSources for gifted students in Grades

4.

The prOjeet identified.and disseminated listings of (a) cammunity
science res*ces (people and places) and (b) published science Materials.

Community resources include local soientists, scientific agencies, lab-
oratories, speLalized science libraries, opportunities for science com-

'petition, and science courses. Published materials include books, kits,

and media packages that provide career information, ideas for science
projects, and dnformation,on developing skills in the processes used in

science. The'se resoarces are coded to the grade levels, topics, and
objectives of t'he Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) Science Instruc-

tional System ,(SIS). The resources are described on individual informa-
tion sheets that have been reproduced on microfiche, a form of microfilm.

As a group, thesresOurces are referred to as the Project Resource File (PRF).

No curriculum development is associated with the Gifted Science Pro-

ject. The project's objective was limited to identifying and disseminating

available science resources.

The GSP.supports the MCPS document The Goals of EducatiOn, the Board

of EduCation,statement A Policy Statement on Education of Gifted and
Talented Students, and the MCPS Program of. Studies. (Copies of the first

two docUments are included as appendixes A and B.)

II. THE NEED FOR THE GRANT

The gifted student population in the Montgomery County Public Schools

(MCPS) totals approximately 25 percent of the school enrollment, if the

liberal criterion of an IQ of 120 or greater is employed. At the time the

GSP was proposed, there Wes no systemwide science programthat was Assigned'

specifically to meet the needs of gifted children in upper elementary,

middle school,,and junior high grades.

. Since'1973 there had been increasing community concern over the gen-

e;
eral efforts of the-.school system on b half of' gifted and talented students.

In,response to several-reports from e Committee on the Gifted sf the

Montgemer'y County Council of Paren Teacher Associations, a superintendent's

report, dated November 1974, entitled "Instiuction of the Academically



Gifted in MCPS," was reviewed by the MCPS Board of Education. This roport
stressed the need for a,systemwide plan for the instruction of adademically
gifted students in every county school. In ianuary 1975 the Task Force on
the Academically Gifted-in MCPS stated that education of'the gifted Would
be identified as a priority area of.conceeh and MCPS would take'aPpropriate
steps to develop a systemwide plan that assured provision for the gifted 4

in every school. The position of coordinator for giftedAand talented edu-
cation was established; and a five-year plan was developed to build a
variety of educational prOgrams, support systems, alternatives, and sup-
plementary centers for gifted,students in grades K-12.

'During this period, teachers and school administrators responded
enthusiastically to various MCPS staff efforts to improve instruction for
the gifted. In-service dourses, institutes, workshops for teachers, and
leadership conferences for principals and other school system leaders on
gifted and talented educatio a. were well attended and were widely viewed
as-Opportunities long overdue.

The dedisiou to focua proposal'request on science was made as the
result of two factors, which Onverged as grant money for project aevelop-
ment became available: (a) the extensive experience of-the secondary,
science coordinator with the needs of Aifted students in Montgomery County
and (b)-his idea for,a projec to meet those needs. In his previous posi-
tion as elementary science co rdinator, as well as in his current position
as secondary science coordina or, he had received numerous requests for
additional science resources or elementary and junior high school child-
ren who wished to extend their classroom studies. Serving these children
was eXtremely difficult becauae of age restrictions in-many laboratories
and facilities and because of the reluctance of some scientists and other
science-related professionals to work with young children. Consequently,
few resources f students in Grades K-8 were available to provide enrich-
ment n science.

With the knowledge that state and federal grant money.for project
development was available, the secondary science coordinator outlined a

project ttlat involved obtaining resources for elementary and junior high
students--persons wilo would work with the studenIts, places ta visit, and
title's of published materials. A resource file would.44oe designed with
separate categories to describe each type of resource. Re envisioned the
project as providing opportunities for gifted students to explore topics
in depth as well as to develop higher cognitive skills. Thus the Gifted
Science Project was conceived,.and a propoaal was Fritten.

-4 The decision to.concentrate efforts on Grades 3-8 was based on a
judgihent concerning.the students of MCPS who neelled thA most immediatel
support. An environmental guide for the wifted had recently been completed
for Grades K-2, and a variety of options existed for Grades 9-12 (advanced
placement courses, internships, and science fairs). Thus, it was deter-
mined that students in Grades 3-8 had the greatest need for science re-
sources and enrichment'opportunities.

-2-
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III. THE STORAGE OF DATA

1.

I

Convenient identification and retrieval of resource information was
considered essential from the beginning of the project. Because micro-
fiche is an inexpensive and cOnvenient way\to store large quantities of
data, and because all MCPS schools have microfiche readers, it was logical
to choose this method of infOrmation storage.

I /
Theresdurce descriptio

:

sheets that comprise the PRF were identified

by unique code numbers. The numbering system was developed in anticipa-
tion of a computerized retri val and data management system. These code

numbets appear on the first two editions of the PRF and were useful for
completing the evaluation phase of the project. The code numbers were

4ropped from the final PRF editio ince the evaluation phase of the pro-
ject had been completed and a computerized-retrieval system was no longer

planned. The system for assigning.numbers has been revised based on
egtleriences with managing data regarding the resource description sheets
an4 could be implemented in future editions if judged useful.

1

-` IV. GIFTED SCIgNCE PROJECT OBJECTIVES

4 I

(
,

/The GSP proposedao evaluate two categories of objectives: develop-

Mental and eviluative: Nine developmental objectives outlined tasks to

be carried out. Nine evaluative objectives ouelined procedures for moni-
toring and evaluating the results of implementing the projagt. These GSP

objectpes and the evalyation instruments used to study them a, discussed

laterjin this report. The GSP objectives appear in Appen* N.

V. PROPOSAL SUBMISSION

The proposal, outlining a 3-year project, was submitted under ESEA

Title IV-C in spring 1977. The estimated coat for each of the 3 years

was $87,b00, $85,000, and $82,000, respectively. The proposal was accepted

and staffing began in July 1977. The actual allocations for the project

were $86,832 for the first year, $86,880 for the second, and $88,253 for'

the third.

-3-
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VI. STAFFING

A. PROCESS

The MCPS secondary science coordinator assumed the job of dfrecting
the GSP in addition to his re lar administrative duties. This benefited
the project by reducing the n r of staff paid with grant funds. Addi-
tional staff were sought who wer both trained in scitnce and familiar

/fl with the MCPS Program'of Studies, since theo?ey product.of the GSP was to
be a resource file coded to MCPS science inatructional objectives. For-
tunately, three highly qualified persons were found within tlp MCPS sistem.
These Persons plus a secretary were hired with grant funds and began work,
in August 1977. (Staff members and descriptions of kheir responsibilitias
are listed in appendix C.)

B. RECOMENDATIONS

Certain skills are essential to any project designed to identify and
make available existing community and published resources. These skills
would be included in the following positions:

1. A director to coordinate the overall projece 'and work with
budget, payroll, and personnel

2, A subject matter specialist to docate and gather resources,
write descriptions of resdurces and training'materials, and
conduct tfilservice presentations for school personnel

.

3. de perspn w7th media technology skill's to locate and collect
published materials, prepare resources and disseminate them
to schOols, and help prepare and present in-tservice'traini

,

.

4. An expert secretary.

111PIn addition, if the school system requires an evaluation of the
ject, a person with research and evaluation sidlls is necessary.

4 All professionals should be thoroughly familiar with the subject-
It

.

mAtter field for which the project is planned and be able to witte clearly.
For a large project similar to the GSP, the experience of,the'project'
1.taff indicates that adequate staffing is essential. For a smaller project
the necessary skills may be combined in persons who possess more than one

..---. .

Area of expertise. .

-,,
.

.

One option for a smaller project would be to create a single positiofi
combining* the duties of director4and subrect matter.s00Fialist. It-would
be essential for the person in dip position to be tWoughly familiar

h the school system's procedures and resources; 'He or she could be
as isted by a skilled paid aide or a volunteer who, would locate and pro-
wi(

cess resources, disseminate information, and do clerical work.
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Another option would be f9r the director to combine project adminis-
trationwith responsibilities other than those related to the project.
In that case the director would need an assistant to share all responsi-
bilities, plus a secretary or paid aide.

In any project where an evaluation component'is required, GSP exper-
ience indicate that specific project staff for this task should be hired.
It is unlikelythat most school systems could add evaluation of such a
project to existihg workloads. Optimally, the evaluation specialist should
be a person who combines evaluation skills with those of media technology
and content. The reason for this is that an evaluation component requires
much time early and late in_the project but not in midproject. After
evaluation reports-are devised and sent to schools, there is a period be-
fore reports are returned when there is,no evaluation work. An evaluation
apecialist,with content and media technology skills could help other staff
members gather resources and prepare training materials during this time.

VII. TEE MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
SUpPORT OF THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

At- In addition to assigning the secondary d-dience CbordinatOr to direct '
the project, MCPS supported the Gifted Science Project in Other ways.
These it:Eluded budgeting'$300 for each of 15 public tryout schools' to pur-
chase science books (GSP fundo were used to purchase,bo9ks for.one Catholic
school) and offering assistance from'many divisions and dhpartments. The
IMPS system also provided the GSP.with office space; oifice fdrniture;
telephones; and service'S for photocopying; printing, and mailing.

'VIII. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

A. SUPPLIES OBTAINED

The following equipment and spRlies were acquired for project use:

) 1. IBM Selectric II typewriter with changeable elements

2. Photocopying machine and paper

3. Hand-held calculator
a

4. Storage and file boxes for project resource files

5. 'Miscellaneous secretarial, office, and eiling supplies:

p



B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Should another school system wish to develop a similar project, the 7

following equipment is recommended: a typewriter with a variety of type
sizes and styles and a filelcabinet for each staff memger. Staff should
also have access to photocoPying equipment without having to Orocess a
formal request. A large, flexible working space with tables is necessary
for the collation Of large quantities of printed material. Shelving'
should be deep enough to accommodate large file boxes and books. A tele-
phone is essential.

Services should also be provided for reproduction and dissemination
of resource data to schools. Because microfiche readese,were 'Already
available in MCPS, the GSP found reproduction on microfiche to be more
cost-effective than paper copies. Microfiche also saves conaiderable'
space. This was demonstrated by work with the participating Catholic
school, which did not have a microfiche reader. For the tryout in that
school, the Project Resource File (PRF) was reproduced on paper. That
copy of the PRF required 8 large bindeionotebooks for storage (8 'cm x 28.5
cm), wh reas the rmicrofiche copy for the MCPS tryout schools required only
69 ca2d , each 14 cm. x 10 cm. The GSP found contracting for.microfiche
product on services to be flr more cost-effective than purchasing micro-
fiche production equipment. A smaller schopl system that compiles a
smaller resource file or does not have mitrofiche equipment in_its_schoola,
however, may fihd a notebook format equally cost-effective and usefql.

/ Equipment for producing audiovisual presentations is recommended as
well; such presentations can be helpful in recruiting peoplt and organi-
zations as resources. Audiovisual presentations could alsebe proUuced
for in-service training. Minimally, access to a tape recorder and a 35-mm
camera Is susgested; videotape equipment could also be used effectively.
Obtaining and using audiovisual equipment should be considered early so
alat production can be carried on while the project is beins,developed.
The GSP staff did not document the.project's development photographically
'to the extent they had originally intended. The process of reconstructing
events for photographing purposes and the development of an acceptable
slide-tape presentatioa was difficult apd time-consuming.

IX. PROFESSIONAL READING AAD RESEARCR
A

One of the GSP staff's first activities was to outline and conduct a
t program of professional reading and research. The following topics were

included: characteristics of and procedures for identifying gifted and
alented students, especially those gifted in science; program analysis
\

d elialuation; types and location.of science curricula and techniques
and guidelines for their evaluation; and selection criteria for print
materiala appropriate for the gifted. The Educational Research aad Infor-.

mation Clearinghouse (ERIC) and the MCPS Professional Library were helpful
for locating information.

-6-
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4
Once GSP staff were thoroughly oriented to the field of gifted educa-

tion, they were ready to begia the activities outlined in the project pro-
posal. A concise 4:me-page summary of the project was composed, revised,

reproduced, and used to infort. PS staff and the public and to recruit

resource persons, (A copy of thJL S summarrcan helfound in appendix D.)

I

severs/ information searches to identify
ormatiqi on science programs and/or use-
y for fted children in Grades 3-8.
ts bei g fuaded by the U.S. Office of
Scie ce Supetvisors Association, state'

gramsJ for the gifted and talented, state
d lbcal coordinators for the gifted

The GSP staff also conduct
individuals who could provide
ful science:materials specifical
Included were directors of proje
Education, members of the Nation
and local'directors of special-p
supervisors of science, and state
and talented.

Each of these peoplsereceivtd a copy of the project summary and was
asked to help the GSP identify the following:

Publications or descriptions of gifted science programs for

114214
which the recipients were responsible or which they helped
coordinate and implement

21 Consultants on instructional activities for gifted science

atudentsT-Grades-3-8

3. Bibliographies of.curriculum utlineS and curricular materials

being used in gifted science Programs

4. Criteria for identifying and selecting inst.ructional materials

and curricula for gifted science students.

The GSP director hoped that this survey would yield specific ideas
about setting.up,a resource bank similar to the one he envisioned, espe-
cially criteria for selecting books and published materials for young

science students. On the'basis of his kno/ledge of the field, however, he

predicted that few such materials would be available. This proved to be

true. Most materials received were philosophical and pedagogical rather

than practical. Most information detailed criteria for selecting students

and plans for programs, hut few provided either criteria for selection
of materials foregifted and talented students or actual sources of mate-
rials for students to use. A survey conducted today, however, might show
considerably different results. (Information gathered during this survey

is annotated in appendix E.)
In a further attempt to looate resources already produced, the GSP

staff visited the University of Maryland'Science Teaching Center, which

hauses 3 collections: publications selected by the National Science
Teachers Association Science Material's Review Ceibittee; curriculum docu-

ments used locally, in states., aad nationally; and the Report of the Inter-
=ii-.national Clearinghouse of Math and Science PrO gratag-Tor-Oi q 12 This

search was useful for staff training but unfortunately it yielded limited

materials that could be used'by the GSP.
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As the overall result of this information search the GSP staff found
very little information that was concretely useful. Once satisfied that
they had explored all possibilities for finding programs and materials
developed elsewhere, the staff began the task of collecting its own re-
soarces.

X. THE PROJECT RESOURCE FILE

A. OVERVIEW

The primary produftt of the Gifted Science Project is the Project
Resource File (PRF), which listt (a) communiey science resources (people
and places) and (b) published science materials that can be.used by indi-
vidual gifted students in Gradep 3-8. Community resources include local
scientists, scientific,agenciest laboratories, specialized science librar-
ies, opportunities for science competition, and science courses. Publish-
ed materials include books, kits, and media packages that provide career
information, ideas for science projects, and information on developing
skills in the processes used in science.

These resources are coded to the grade levels, topics, and objectives
of Montgomery 6minty Public Schools. (Appendix F contains examples of
MCPS science topics and objectives.) The resources are described on indi,
vidual information sheets, which have been reproduce on microfiche, a
form of microfilm. As a group, the resources are re rred to as the Pro-
ject Resource File (PRF).

B. ESTABLISHING CATEGORIES

1. Process

/

Establishing categories for the PRF was a major undertaking. The
staff listed all possible science resources, dividing them into initial
Foupings: people, facilities, and books. These were discussed with
members of community organizations, staff from community colleges and
universities, and employees of federal agencies. Eventually categories

were refined and clarified.

The staff sought to create mutually exclusive categories with uni-
versally understood descriptions. Titles were chosen so that they clearly
defined the category. This process of defining, redefining, and culling
was repeated several times until satisfactory categories were determined.
(A list of these categories and their definitions is located in appendix G.)
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2. Recommendations

410

,

sl
o 1-,"40 t4

t -

The GSP staff advises other school systems to follow a similar process
for establishing categories, based on resources avai/able in their communi-
ties, local opportunities, school system abtjectives, and funds:

,

C. METpDS OF LOCATING RESOURCE PERSONS AND-ORGANIZATIONS

1. Process

06
The GSP staff used a wide variety of methods to.locate individuals

and organizations willing to serve as resources for the project:

1. Numerous directories, books, and4pamphlete that described coMmun-

ity resources were donsulted. These that provided resources

related to scientific concerns or efforts were.ideniified. (An

annotated bibliography of these sources can be found in appendix H.)

2. The local community college proved to be an extremely valuable
resource because of its commitment to serve the pubic.

3. Additional colleges and universities in the area also prove4 to

be valuable.

4. The GSP staff identified specific occupations related to science',

and engineering (including, among others, medical doctors and

researchers, veterinarians, chemists, physicists, and the like)

and then located people who held jobs in these fields.

5. Professional associations and organizations of sCientists and

engineers gave the GSP staff helpful leads in locating people

willing to serve as resources.

6. 'Retired citizens' groups were/contacted in order to find resource

people, but results were limited.

7. Institutions and government agencies at the federal, state, and

local levels often yielded resources.

8. Local groups concerned with the environment and conservation were

useful. The Audubon Naturalist Society, for example, provided

the GSP with numerous resources.

2. Recommendations
I It,

On the basis of their recruitment experience the GSP staff recommends

that other school systems pursue resources in a similar fashion. By con-

sidering whether the local economy is primarily agricultural or industrial,

.a school system can begin the process of locating many resources for a pro-

jecE of this type in any community. The following list is not\in any way
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exhaustive, ,but is intended to illustrate the wealth of potential resources
in any community:

,

1. Virtually every community has government agencies that should
prove useful. Local offices of federal and state governments.,
agricultural extension /gents, and other governmental groups
can-be contacted in an'effort to locate resources.

,

2. Corporations, factories, and industries'should proVe useful as.
well. BY analyzing the nature of local-industry, staff'should

4, be able to identify odcupational groups within et. Public re-
lations and personnel officials may be willing to identify spe-

.
'Acific people who have knowledge and skills in scientific disci-,
plines. Local chambers of commetce may assist staff in identi-
fying area industries that might prove helpful.

3. State or local academies of science may have membership lists
that will yield potential resource perabns.

4. Public libparies typically havycopies of various local direc-
tories of/community service and fraternal organizations.

5. Local groups concerned with environmental ispues-7birdwatchers,
,".for example--include many people who have expertise in,some
scientific field. Local zoos,,national or state officials,
'naturalists, and state departments of natural resources may
also have stgf'willing to serve a project.

6. Idcal groups with health concerns--cancer, lung, and heart

associations, for example--may also have staff with scienti-
fic expertise.

7. In areas with bodies of water, research stations are generally
nearby; these provide numerous opportunities for the enrichment
of science studies.

8. Weather stations and local television meteorologistscould also
prove helpful..

9. Various organizations, educational institutions, corporations,
etc. have speakers' bureaus. Some provide a list of speakers'
while others provide speakers on various topics by request. In
either case, people with scientific expertise may be identified.
If these individuals are not able to help, they may provide leads
to others who can. (Appendix I liSts some speakers' bureaus in
the Washington area.) .

10. Local 4-H agents, nature centers, and leaders of Boy and Girl
Scout troops may4provide valuable help.

11. Museums usually have staff with: scientific expertise.

-10-
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4.

12. U.S. military installations and NatiOnal-Guard units may also '

be usef41. The base's puglic information officer may be.help-
ful in identifying potential science resource persons.

'

13. ,Airports maykbe able to provide similar i,dentification services..
4,

14. Reti,red teachers' associations may also be able to,identify
potential,resource persons.

4
15. Secondary.school and tollege teachers are frequently willing to

psist younger students.

16. Science fair judges and groups that offer awards at these f4rs
maylprove helpful in many ways.

17. State departments of education may also be able to identify
places where,resources may be located.

18. The Resource Directory'of Handicapped Scientists, published by
the American Association'for the Advancement of Sciente, and kt

. The Women Scientists Roster, published.by the National Ssience 4r?
TgAchers Association, list scientists by geographical Iltea.

Comparable directories, lists, or rosters may be available

from other professionarassociations.

19. Games for the Science Classroom, -published by the National ,

Science Teachers Association, has annotated references to games, '

for various subject areas and grade levels. Several of the

games could be.useful for project ideas.

D. INFORMATION SHEET

Following a number of revisions, a standard letter'Was developed forrn

communicating information about the project to potential cammunity resources.
(This letter is-s1i 6;n in appendix J.)

c

E. RECRUITING

1. Process

Qnce potential resource persons wete located, the GSP staff developed

an initial set of recruiting procedures. The staff found that an enthusi-
astic, positive approach facilitated the volunteeting of resource persons.
Potential resource persons were assured that they would be in full control

over the extent of their participation and the time they'would spend with

any student. They were further assured that if at certain times of the
year they became overcommited and did not have time to participate, they

could change their involvement accordingly.

,
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The most produCtive'apOroach for obtaining a mentoriwa*to ask the,
person to agree only to meet with_and interview a gifted 'icitnee 'student,'
and then determine whether he/she tould 'provide additionWinfOrmatiopJor
further ossistance. adlost persons seemed to prefer thisratherAthan specify
a specific activity or project in advance. In this wa, participation
remained under each resource person's control.

Once convinced of the project's value, organizaiions' and individuals
assisted in this reeruitment process. Often the first person cOntacted
in an organization acted as,a coordinator, recruiting others. Others
suggested colleagues who they felt might be interested. In most cases the
GSP staff asked resouree persons to suggest addiional contacts.

Several organizations requested that the GSP staff give ,a.group a
presentation to explain the project, and this frequently yielded resources.
Other organizations reguested that the GSP staff provide inforation for
a poster or a news release for inclusion in newsletters. In acIition, GSP
staff sent.informarion about the project to several agencies, ihiversiUes,
add corporations for department meeting discussions. Lists oforganizatiOns
that rtquested and received news releases, poster information,'and presen-
tations can be found in appendix K.

2. Recommenaations

On the basis of thpir experience in developing the recruitment pro-
cedures the GSP staff suggests that other school systems may,wish to adqpt
a similar set of procedures and correspondence/report formats.

The GSP experl".ence also indicates that there are distinct-advantages
to the coordination of community resources by a central officeostaff:

.a. It assures greater diversity of all types of resources:.

b. Tt also assures that no community resource or individual will

receive uncoordinated requests tc;-66 part of the resOurce files of
numerous different schools.

C It allows the project administrator to keep track of the" amount
of use each'community resource is getting and thus help ayoid
overload and subsequent loss of resources from the4project.

Central coordination, it should be noted, does not necessartly mean
that a resource person willsbe listed as a resource for all gifted in,the
school system. In a large Systeme.g., one of 100 buildings, 60,000
children, or more--resource persons may wish to limit themselves to help-
ing schools in a certain geographical area or to working with a limited
number of grades.

'In addition to central office coordination, local schools, area offices,
and individual parent-teacher or parent-teacher-student associations might
be interested in expanding the resource file to include local resources.



F. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION STEPS

In keeping with the MCPS co/im$ttnent to provide equally excellent edu-

,cational experiences for all stjLdents, regardless of rabe, sex, oT handi-'

cap, the GSP made special effo ts to insure that students would be provided

appropriate role.models. An analysis of the initial pool of resource

people revealed a shortage of both female and minority scientists. There-

, fore, the GSP staff embarked on a program to recruit additional resource

persons in these categories. Professional organizations of minority and

/ female scientists were conticted by telephone and letter. (A copy of the

letter can be found in appendix L.)

The GSP encountered some difficulties in this recruitment.effort,

finding that many minority and female scientists already had significant
responsibilities in the community. Nevertheless, the proportions of per-

.

sons in these categories serving as resources to the GSP were significantly

increased. Specific data on their participation can be found in the Eval-

uation Report'on the Gifted Science Project. Of the 126 resburce persons

in the final edition of the PRF, there are 37 (29%) females, 14 (11%) blacks,

and 4 (3%) other minorities.

In searching for and selectihg resources for handicapped students, the

GSP staff began.by determining whether the physical-facilities where re-

sources were located presented problems of access. Since the-GSP found

that every resource initially contactedhad provided access for the handi-

capped, staff members eventually dropped this question from their.telephone

'calls and letters. Nevertheless, school systems devising a similar pro-

ject are advised to insure that.the needs of handicapped students are met

and that any resources with limited access are clearly identified in

resource materials.

Resources listed in the PRP that could pose probleis for a hendicapped

,student include a statement to that effect. For exeinple, a 6orest manage-

ment activity requires rigorous hiking. In another case, climbing a ladder

to reach a roof-mounted telescope is required.

The Resources Directory of Handicapped Scientists and Women Scientists

Roster, not available when the GSP resource file was developed, should

prove useful for recruiting handicapped and,female scientists:

Published materials were also evaluated in terms of role models pre-

sented. Books Mlat included illustrations of minority and female scien-

tists were given priolrity. Numerous publications were identified with

careep information and role models specifically for female and black

students.
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G. METHODS OF LOCATING PUBLISHED RESOURCES

1. Process

The GSP search for published resources was expedited by the fact.that
the project director has 20 years of experience in evaluating science books.
As well as reviewing science education materials for 5 professional' Jour-
nals, the GSP director is the director of the area science fair and has
for years had a strong interest in idenAfying materials that provide
projects for science students. In addition, he had already prepared a
number of bibliographies annotating materials of this nature. Another
system wishing to develop,a similar project is advised to search for a
staff memberor consultant with comparable experience.

Additional sources the GSP staff consulted include the following:

1. Science Service Incorporated--This group publishes science fain
materials.

2 American\Dental Association, local utilities, environmental
agencies, oil companies, General Electric, and the Edison Elec-
tric Institute--All these agencies provided materials for
student projects.

3. A two-volume collectiaft on science books produced by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science--This colleakion is
periodically updated, and regular revisions are noted in'the pro-
fessional journals listed in 4.

4. Book reviews--The most helpful reviews were found in the following ,

journals: The American Biology Teacher, published by the Nation-
al Association of Biology Teachers; Science and Children (elemen-
tary) and The Science Teacher (secondary), published by the
National Science Teachers Associatl.on; AAAS Science Books and
Films, published quarterly by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science with reviews of science books for people
of all ages; and Appraisal, a quarterly book review published
at Boston University by ehe Children's Science Book Review
Committee.

5. Commercial advertisements and catalogues--These sometimes led
the GSP staff.to helpful materials.

6. Bibliographies included in already existing curriculum documents
and programs of study.

7. "The Amateur Scientist"--This monthly column in Scientific Amer-
ican magazine explores science concepts by describing experiments
and projects that illustrate each concept. A 30-year index of
the magazine (1948-1978) was useful in identifying appropriate
project ideas.

-14-
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The PRF also provides Information on careers related to science and

engineering. The following sources were helpful in locating materials of

this nature:

1. Educational materials publishers are increasingly making .

available career materials.

2. .Professional organizations and societies provide a wealth of

free mateikls on careers. These organizations are listed

in the EndYclopedia of Associations (Detroit: Gale Research

Co.), ,a standard reference work upddted annually add located

in mdst'ptiblic libraries. ,

3. People in science and engineering octupations themselves are
among the most useful sources of career information. A-num-

ber of people who serve as mentors to the GSP also provide
information about their careers.

4. ,The March and April 1978 issues of The American Biology
Teacher were wholly devoted to science careers.

5. The April 1976 issue of School Science and Mathematics pub-
lished an article titled "New Resources on Career Information
Materials," which gave the GSP several useful leads.

2. Recommendations

In addition to exploiting the resources described in the previous
section, others are advised to try several 'additional methods to locate

published resources:

1. Science departments of state offices of education should be

helpful in providing leads.

2. Specialists in science who might be willing to act as con-

. sultants may be located in colleges and universities.
Public school system science super4soFs or coordinators
may also have expertise of this natuie.

3. The University'of Maryland has two collections that could

prove helpful: (a) all materials reviewed in National Sci-

ence Teacher's Association review journals are,processed by

the NSTA Science Materials Review Committee. Most of these

materials are housed in this collection. (Other universi-

ties may have similar collection, (b) In addition, the
International Clearinghouse of Science and Mathematics, also
housed at the University of Maryland, has a catalogue of

science and mathematics programs,,

4. Though the Educational Research and Information Clearinghouse

(ERIC) did not prove very useful to the GSP in 1977, subsequent
additions to this data bank may make it worthwhile to others.
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H. SELECTING PUBLISHED RESOURCES

Because the number ol books that address science content (such as
texts; encyclopedias, and typical library science collections) is-so
large, and because these books are generally readily available to stu-
dents, the GSP staff chose not to include materials of this nature in the
PRY. Instead, the PRF focuses on materials that: 4

1. Present information:about careers in science.

2. Give ideas for student projects and activities.

3. Describe science processes and skills used in projects.

Hence, the emphasis is on activity- and career-oriented materials that per-
mit gifted students to conduct investigations and pursue activities inde-
pendently. Only print and nonprint NOterials that met these criteria were
selected for the PRF. Films were noe included because of their expense;
their content,kwhich is not generally project- or activity-oriented; and
the difficulty of using them with individual students. It was hoped that
materials selected for the PRF would act as catalysts for student creativ-
ity and prompt students to explore science careers, become involved with
science projects, and develop science process skills.

, The GSP staff identified suitable books by studying the director's
,large personal collection, reviewing new books and media materiald,being
considered for purchase within the MCPS system, an&szad-ing annotations in
professional journals. They then selected those that seemed suitable and
purchased them from grant funds. Great care was taken to identify mate-
rials that were nonsexist (both in role akels and in the sexes of chil-
dren shown doing experiments) and contained information on minority and

handicapped scientists.

Next the GSP staff categorized the materials, following the same
procedures they had used to categorize resource persons and organizations:
examining published materials, making tentative classifications, creating
operatianal definitions, and revising these definitions. The three final
categories were Career Information, Project Ideas, and Science Proce&ses.
(Published materials resource categories are defined in appendix G.) Ad-

ditionally, the published materials were coded according tothe topics,
grade levels, and objectives of the MCPS Science Instructional System.1

During the time they were waiting to receive books,4he staff devel-
oped a standardized sheet for annotation (see example in appendix M).
These annotations were later campiled into separate bibliograpgies.

-16-
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I. DETERNaNING APPROPRIATE GRADE LEVEL dLASSIFICATIONS'FOR PUBLISHED
RESOURCES

Determining appropriate rade level classifications for published
resources for gifted sç1exis in Grades 3-8 proved to be a very difficult
task. No guidelines mere found during the extensive literature search
conducted early in t project, which meant that the GSP staff had to make
their-awn judgments out the appropriateness of materials. All materials'
were.expected to challenge students to think on higher cognitive
analysis, synthesis, and evaluatian. The materials also had to relate to
the MCPS,instructional objectives and GSP resource categories.

Using standard readability formulas was not helpful, since these give
only reading level-and do not account for the complexity.of concepts.
Balancing these two factors created great difficulty, since much material
either (a) appeared too easy to read yet actually presented complex cah-
cepts or (b) was difficult to read but presented simpler projects qr acti-
vities appropriate for younger gifted students. The GSP staff thus as-
signed grade level classifications subjectively. Their judgments were
based on content and. on these general criteria:

1. The relationship of the materials to the MPS Science Instruc-
tional System

2: The complexity of content presented in the materials (i.e.,
higher cognitive levels)

3. The appearance of the materials

4. The apparent real-ability of the materials.

As a result of engaging in this process, the GSP staff sees a need
for the development of an objective procedure for evaluating materials for
gifted students. Such a task was not.within the scope of the GSP staff,
given its additional goals and responsibilities.

J. SAFETY CONCERNS

A primary concern of the GSP was the safety of some activities sug-
gested in the PRF. Science materials intended for the average 8- to 14--
year-old student should generally avoid any activities, that may involve
dangerous equipment or chemicals. Yet some of the materials chosen for
gifted science students were originally intended for older students who
have more experience, generally use better judgment, and are trained in
safety-related concerns.

In compiling the PRF the GSP staff encountered numerous activities
and experiments involving potentially hazardous electrical equipment,
heat2 open flames, caustit or flaamable chemicals, moving machines, or
tools (e.g., soldering irons,.glass cutterb, and saws). The staff then
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had to exercise judgment to determine whether:the activity should be re-.
jected, or whether it could be included with a caveat that a particular
activity or experiment required supervision by a.qualified adult.

,

A similar concetn existed with respect to visits with mentors in
potentially dangerous facilities. In negotiating these arrangementg, the
GSP staff took steps to insure that Ittudents would nbt be exposed to
carcinogens, radiation, and pathogenic bacteria, etc.

Several publications provide guidelines on hazardous situations and
substances to Ighich 'students must not be exposed. Some exa&Ples are as
folrows:

Fire.Protection Guide on Hazardous Materials. NatibOar Fire Protec-

tion Association. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1.972.

Guide for Safety in the Chemical Laboratory. Manufacturing Chemists
Association. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1472. L

H4ndbook of Laboratory Safety. 'Ed. Norman Steere. Cleveland, OH:

Chemical Rubber Company,011§24.;

Safely in Academic Chtmistyi Laboratories. American Chemical Society.

Washington, DC: the Society, 1979.

6 Safety in the Secondary Science Classroom. National Science Teachers

Association. Washington, DC: the Association, 1978.

XI. INITIAL STATE ON-SITE EVALUATION

During February of the first year the first of ti.lo on-site visits to
the project by a Maryland State Departmetit of Education Title IV-C On-site

Evaluation Committee took place. These evaluations are required under
state and federal funding provisions; the committee measured the progress
of the project in terms of its develabmental objectives.

The On-site Committed commended the GSP staff for the following:

1. faiteng an organized approach in an area usualiy neglected

2. Carefully selecting materials and media for'gifted and
talented gEUdents rather than watering down higher level

materials

3. Gathering information about humle and Institutional re-
sources, particularly mentors

4. Creating a practical evaluation strategy. '44



The On-site ComMitee recommended the folloAng:

1. That the GSP pay particular attention to the needs of
gifted and talented students from diversified backgrounds
and avoid sex-role stereotyping

2. That dissemination activities within the school community
be increased (singe users may not be read for a product
if 4 large amount of preliminary into tion is not given)

3. That the GSP staff be involved in devel pidg a formula for
identifying the gifted and talented.

° In following up on the recommendations, the GS ass red the State
Departmedt of Eddcation that published materials with sex-role stereotyp-
ing are avoidedAn the PRP; that affirmative action steps had been taken
to obtain women,and minority resources; that many community information/
dissemination activities were,being conducted and more were being planned;
and that the staff had reviewed the MCPS gifted and talented guidelines.

..e XII. EVALUATION

A. .PROCESS

ISA

The main purpose for developing evaluation instruments was to show
if the. GSP met its objectives (see appendix N). Initially, 14 reports were

designed by the staff and the consultant.

Although the staff searched for reports to serve as models, no accept-
able formats were identified. Consequently the staff undertook the task
of designing original reports that fulfilled the requiremeats of the devel-
opmental and evaluative objectives. All questions were writtento provide
reliable feedback and not merely socially acceptable response4t Questions
were positioned on the page in such a way that the,user could easily,com-
plete them and the evaluator could easily compute the data. Each report

included a statement about its purpose, who was.to fill it but, agd where

the report was to be sent.
*

In working with the 14 reports the staff decided that the evaluation
would be difficult to administer and that there'probably would be great
user resistance to the large number,of required reports. Therefore, during

the second year they consolidated the evaluation reports into 8, which were
refined for the tryout.

During June 1978 the evaluatilld,specialist wrote an evaluation proto-

col. This included and described all data collectiontreports and explained
how and by whom they were to be completed. This protocol was used during
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GSP staff discussions and for meetings with 11.e project consultant. All
reports'are included and described in the Evaluation Report on the Gifted

q Science Protect.

The evaluation specialist who begad the study left the project in
August 1979. His replacement was oriented to all aspects of the project
so that evaluation tasks could he continued. These tasks included issuing
and collecting the evaluation reports, analyzing data, interpreting results,
and preparing the Evaluation Report on the Gifted Science Project.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

The GSP staff strongly recommends that a similar project with an eval-
uation component be designed around only two or three main objectives.
There was great resistance on the part of both teachers and resource per-
sons to filling out the humerous evaluation reports that resulted from the
large number of GSP objectives. Explaining these reports caused consider-
able confusion during in-service sessions, and it necessitated numerous
repeat training sessions. Eventually the GSP staff assumed much of the
teacher's responsibility for completing reports.

XIII. INCLUSION OF RESOURCES IN THE PROJECT RESOURCE FILE

As described earlier, resources chosen for inclusion in the PRF were'
coded to gracle level, topic, category, and SIS objectives. When produc-
tion of the PRF was imminent, an analysis was done to determine if there
were any gaps in resources available for each of these. This analysis
revealed a number of deficiencies (e.g.,, only one library was listed, and
there were no mentors for some topics).

Searches for additional resources were directed toward enrolling three
to nine resources for each-objective. This task was aided by the fact.that
one resource person frequently could provide support for more than one
objective.

Enrolling each resource reciuired a substantial &mount of staff time.
All staff menbers shared axis task. As the various staff members contacted
potential resources, it soon became apparent that there was a need for a
uniform procedure to assure similar results. A series of highly effective
procedures, reports, and letters evolved. (Copies appear in appendix O.),

The difficulties encountered when seeking participation of resource
persons included-lost or misplaced correspondence, problems in reaching
some persons by:telephone, and changes in work locations and/or telephone
ndmbers. In ord0r to insure an accurate description of each resource
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persoq's participation, each inYordation sheet was written, edited, typed,'r-,_

and submittea to the person for approval. Resource persons were asked to

initial the description if it was correct or make necessary ch#nges and

return the initialed or.corrected copy. (A sample PRF sheet describing a

community resource appears in Appendix,P.)

XIV. PREPARATION OF4THE PRDJECT RESOURCE FILE FOR MICROFIFE

During fall 1978 final decisions were made about the format of the

TRF sheets. The sheets were 1then typed, and proofread to make certain

that they were free from typing error and included correct designations of

grade, topic, objective, and resource category.

Preparing this file for microfiche reproduction involved the entire
staff in detailed clerical work in March 1979. This process was both'

complicate s. All sheets needed to be retyped, using large,

s-$- r t which-11%. .e seen easily after reduction to microfiche.

nce'separate s ets were used for each of'the four designations (grade

level, topic, category, and objective), a master copy for each resource

was typed first. It was then proofread by three staff membA's. Next the

appropriate number of copies were made, and the correct designation was

noted in pencil on the back of each. Finally, the designations were typed

_on the photocopies. Followinithis, each sheet was numbered on the back,

and the numbers were entered on a dummy microfiche layout grid. The sheets

were then sent to a company that produced microfiche. This edition of the

PRF included 1,774 separate sheets.

XV. SELECTING TRYOUT SCHOOLS

Sixteen schAis participaA'd in the development of the GSP. Fifteen

were Montgomery County public schools, and one was a local Catholic school.

Two elementary and one junior high school were chosen by each MCPS area

administrative office during winter 1978, using the criteria that schools

would:

1. Remain open through the 1979-0 school year.

2. Participate in the Scitpce Instructional System.

3. Iit1udè as many of the project grade levels as possible

.g., 1-6; 3-6).

4. Have afull-time media specialist in the tri1ding.
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All the county schools chosen to participate in the project met the
first criterion. All but two of the schools met thq second criterion;
these two were selected because they had already implemented special sci-
ence and gifted programs. Though these two schools were not part of the
SIS tryout, they. were provided with the SIS materials and'given an SIS
orientation session.

The one Catholic school that participated in the,project had Grades
3-8 and was chosen through negotiations with the Archdiocese of Washington
after letters of invitation to join the project,had beensent to Montgomery
County independent and Catholic school organizations.

XVI. PREPARATION FOR THE PILOT

A. PRODUCTION OF IN-SERVICE MANUALS FOR IN-SERVICE TRAINING

Before a pretryout pilot of the GSP was possible, the staff had to
complete development of the PRF and design an in-service training program.
Their first.task was producing the In-service Manual. This manual des-
cribe4>(a) the purposes of the GSP, (b) the nature of the resources provid-
ed, (c) how to use the resources, and (d) how to complete the evaluation
reports. The GSP staff endeavored to make the manual practical, useful,
and clear by creating a special' format: each separate item is explained
on the left-hand page with corresponding explanatory notes on the right-
hand page. The MCPS graphics and printing staff provided helpful advice
and assistance during this preparation.

to
The first editiontof the In-service Manual was used in February

through June 1979 during the pilot. Revisions based upon the GSP staff's
experience during the pilot are reflecte4 in the second edition, published
in September 1979. It is available as a companion document to this report.

B. IN-SERVICE TRAINING

In February 1979 a one-day countywide in-service,training session
was held for the principal, the media specialist, and at least one.teacher
from each tryout school. At this meeting the first edition of the PRF was
described and the In-service Manual was distributed; these materials re-
mained.in the schools until June of that year.

During the in-service'teeting the staff described the GSP and its .
development, suggested identification procedures for participating students,
and described the evaluation component and related reports. Role-playing

exercises wereconducted to simulate the use of the PRF for a hypothetical
fifth grade student. At the conclusion of the session the staff offered
to assist all participants in actual use of the PRY in their schools during

the pilot.
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Several schools responded, an4 the staff provided additional train-
,

ing, using the In-service Manual \as the basic information document. A
question-and-answer period ended each session. The sessions were held
after school, and were limitecito 45 minutes. Incalis short amount of
timo it was difficult to inclOde information about both the PRF and the
evaluation reports.

Some principals r uired their entire faculties to attendi,these indi-

vidual in-service sessi (e.g., physical education, music, and K-2 tea-

,chers). The understan le lack of interest in the project from noninvol-
ved school Staff members made effectiVe presentation difficult. The GSP
staff subsequently requested that principals include only teachers in
Grades 3-8 who had teaching assigmments related to science or gifted edu-
cation.

In general, use of,the PRF was limited during the pilot. However,
helpful conments from teachers who did use the file, combined with the . .

experiences of the ptoject staff, enabled the staff to make a number of
revisions to both the PRY and the In-service Manual. These materials
formed the basis of the formal tryout, which took place from October 1,
1979 to January 31, 1980.

411.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

A new project should be introduced at the beginning of the school
year. The pilot of the GSP received very:limited use in part because it
started La the spring, which traditionally is the bustest time of the
school year. In addition, only school staff directly involved with the
project and others interested in it should attend in-service training
sessions.

XVII. SECOND STATE ON-SITE EVALUMN

The second progress evaluation of the GSc4 the Maryland State Depart-

ment of Education took.place incMarch 1979. This day-long meeting was

attended by several MCPS executive staff and by the GSP staff.

Commendations were given by the State Department of Education for the
following:

1. Leadersh5ip quality in developing/implementing the project

2. Increased identification of resourceslor the gifted and for
obtaining resource persons' assistance

3. The exemplary procedures and methods.used in the project, which
the State Department of Education said could well be used by
other local agencies or schools.
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Recommendations were as follows:

1. That more in-service sessions be given to familiarize users,
with the system and thus increase use

2. That data be collected during.the trynut on the quality of
activities provided by the resources

3. That alternate plans for dissemination be considered so that
more MCPS schools could use theidSP before the end of the grant

4. That information on-the GSP be disseminated throughout all
Montgomery County schools and communities during the tryout
in order to get community support.

In following up on Recommendations 1 and 2, the GSP staff assured the
State Department of Education that additional in-service sessions were al-
ready under way and that evaluation data were being collected ori the qual-
ity of activities provided by the resources. In replying to Recommenda-
tion 3 the staff explained that they did not choose to disseminate infor-
mation to other MCPS schools at this time, since the grant was specifically
for development. They explained that dissemination plans were under way
and would be carried out as soon as development ended. In replying to
Recommendation 4,--the staff explained that limited public relations effortd
had been undertaken early in the project. Local associations for gifted
and talented'education were kept up to date on the project's progress; .

announcements about the grant were printed in the local press; talks were
given at local universities; and the project director gave a presentation
in Anaheim, California, at the National Science Teachers Association
Regional Conference. This,early public information created problems
when citizens and MCPS staff from nontryout schools made incessant
demands upon project staff to obtain material before it was developed.

4

XVIII. THE PROJECT RESOURCE FILE: EXPERIENCE WITH USERS

A,
MCPS staff who used the PRF during the pilot felt that having a separ-

ate information sheet for each MCPS objective was too cumbersome. There-
fore, during summer 1979 the GSP staff revised the PRF, which'was again
produced on microfiche. In this second edition all MCPS objectives.for
the same resource were combined on a Single stieet, although separate sheets
for each grade, topic, and resource category were still produced. As be-
fore, revision included carefully updating all community resource informa-
tion, adding additional community resources and publisfted materials, re-

typing, proofreading, and laying out the microfiche grid.
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Combining objectives-on one sheet substantially reduced the total

number of pages in the PRE file. Thus, even though the number of resources

in the PRF ihcreased from 85 in the first edition to 350 in the second

edition, the total number of pages increased only from 1,774 to 2,961. ,

This is an increase of 312 percent in resources and an increase of only 67

percent in the total number of pages.

XVIX. THE TRYOUT: OCTOBER 1979 THROUGH JANUARY 1980

6

In order to encourage participation in the GSP, the staff began the

tryout by making specific their desire to assist tryout schools. They

did this by sending each schdol a list of tasks the GSP staff would do

(see appendix Q). This offer was followed by staff calls to each school,

resulting in staff visits to 14 of the 15 public schools and to the 4th-

olic school.

The GSP staff spent the fall interviewing students, completing initial

evaluation reports,nd making arrangements between resource persons and

parents. With this help, use of the project increased considerably: 103

students actually used resources of people or baoks, and two teachers fbllowed

up by finding additional resources for.students originally helped by the GSP

staff. A complete fnalysis of the data collected is available in the

Evaluation Report ork the Gifted Science ProSect.

XX. COMMENDATIONS FOR IN-SERVICE TRAINING

The GSP staff learned that individual school in-service training

sessions are more effective than large, multi-school sessions. In-addi-

tion, role-playing is an effective method of presenting a project such as

- the GSP. If possible, actually helping a student in the school would

benefit both the student and a teacher and would demonstrate the project

and encourage its use.,

If microfiche is used to store resources, a microfiche reader should

be part of the in-service session. Each potential user should be encopr,

aged to use the micrqfiche reader so that any questions can be answered

during the training sessions.
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XXI. PUBLISHED MATERIALS FOR TRYOUT SCHOOLS

A. ORDERfA

1. Process

During the tryout, annotated bibliographies of published mlterials
listed in the PRF were sent to each tryout schodl with the annouhcement
that $300 was available to purchase published materials for gifted stu-
dents. The schools were directed to make first and second choices from
the GSP list that seemed most useful to their students. Althou,dh data
were not collected, it seems, frodthe readiness of schools,to request
,these materials, that many of the items were not in school collections.

For the GSP staff,,ordering and processing published materials for
the tryout schools was a major task. An entire room was devoted to re-
ceiving, sorting, and boxing repested items. Several books listeli in
catalogues as being available or listed in the, latest edition of Books,
in Print were fouhd to be out of print, even though a copy had recently
been obtained for review. Each time this happened, the staff and to,tcall
or write the publisher to determine the future availability of the book.
If it was to be unavailable, the staff had to review all schools' request
lists and make another choice. These second choices then had to be order-
ed and processed. In addition, publishers were slow to fill orders, which,
meant that not all books ordered by any one school were received at one
time. Because there was not enough room in the office to keep partial t

orders for long periods, the GSP staff had to make several deftveries to'w
each tryout school. The entire ordering/deli,:rering process took more than
5 months. In addition topurchased materials, numerous free materials,
mostly career information booklets, were obtained for all tryout schools
and aelivered with other,ordered items.

2.. Recommendations

If a project includes references to *rooks and'media, it is essential
that money be provided for their purchase. Ideally, each school,should
have its owp collection. If that is not possible, a central collection
with multiple copies of each item should be available for loan.

The GSP staff spent'long hours processing school orders. Another
project would be wise to onsider hiring students after school hours or
aides to do this job.

AV qz.o

B. DELIVERY TO TRYOUT SCHOOLS.
1 AC

A number of service and clerical tasks were undertaken by the GSP staff
in order to.provide schools with materials for both the pilot and the try-
out. Evaluation reports, in-service manuals, and the PRF file on micro-
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fiche had to be delivered and picked up for each period. Later, copies

of the bibliographies were delivered; and still later, the published
materials ordered from the bibliographies were delivered. These personal
deliveries increased the visibility of project staff in the schools; in
the director's opinion, this may have increased teachers' use of the GSP
staff to implement the project.'

XXII.' IDENTIFICATION OF-THE GIFTED AND TALENTED

A. PROCESS

_Each tryout school was asked to identify its gifted students who were

partiCularly motivated in acience. County guidelines for selecting gifted

students in Grades 1-5 were available, however they were not mandatory, and
the GSP staff soon realized that each school seletted students differently.
In same cases truly gifted students were selected; in other cases the stu-
dents selected were bright,.but not necessarily gifted. Prior to comple-

tion of the project, county guidelines for selecting gifted and talented
students in all grade levels were distributed. Schools are now applying

these guidelines.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Before implementing a similar project a school system should make
certain that systemwide selection criteria are used by all schools. These

are essential to insure that a student who participates is one who will,

most benefit from the enrichment afforded by such a project. Furttiermore,

a student should be carefully screened to insure that he/she is specific-

ally motivated in science. A project such as the GSP,is intended to ex-
pand and reinforce knowledge of subjects a student is already motivated to

study, not to provide basic information or create motivation.

XXIII. PROJECT RESOURCE FILE: FURTHER EXPERIENCE WITH USERS

Throughout the project tile GSP staff continued to revise the PRY to

aake it more usable. Feedback indicated that there were two separate prob-

lems that limited use of the PRF:

(1_,Despite reducing thanumber of PRY sheets from the pilot to
tryout editions, users still felt that there was unnecessary
repetition of information sheets throughout the PRF.
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2. Using the microfiche reader in the school's media center fOr all
reference work was inconvenient and time-consuming for teachers.

Users asked for a more compact file and for a print copy of the PRF.
The GSP staff was reluctant to make available a printed copy of the full
resource file because (a) resource persons had been assured that their 41k

telephone numbers would be keit within the school system until they had
determined their interest in working with a specific'sitdent mad (b) the
size of the file in paper copy (8 large 3-ring binders) would be extremely
expensive to reproduce as well as cumbersome to use. However, because
use of the PRF had been so limited, the staff realized that same compro=
mises gould be necessary to encourage its use.

Teachers made a number of suggestions for improving the organization
of the PRY and these, along with'the experience of the GSP staff, provided
the framework for the reorganization used in producing the final edition
of the PRY. This edition consists of two parts: (a) indexes and (b) in-
fornation sheets which are grouped separately for Community Resources and
Published Materials. The indexes (see appendix-R for example) are organ-
ized by grade and topic and are lists, by category, of every resource
availabfe- fbr that grade and topic. The PRF sheets contain a description

each resource and are grouped by catpgory. These PRF information sheets
are essentially the same as those in-the previous editions except all
grades and topics for which the resource is appropriate are listed on the
sheet. This, in effect, reduces the duplication of these sheets in the
PRF. A user now will refer to the index for the student's grade and topic
of interest, note potential resources and refer to the information sheets
(Canmunity Resources and/or Published Materials) for a detailed descrip-
tion. This method of organization reduced the number of pages in the PRF
from 2,961 in the second edition to 475 in the final, although resources
were increased from 350 to 432.

In addition to having the indexes available on microfiche, teachers
will receive a printed copy of the indexes for their grade(s). They will
also have access to a print copy of the Published Materials in the form
of bibliographies. These bibliographies, separate for Career Information,
Project Ideas, and Science Processes, are reproductions of the PRE infor-
mation sheets. Information sheets on Community Resources are available
only on microfiche, however. Print copies are not being produced in order
to limit the chances of compromising telephone numbers and addresses of
resource persons.The GSP staff hopes that since teachers will have their
own index their use of the PRF will be encouraged and facilitated. With
the index they can more easily identify resources for a student. They
can then use the microfiche file to determine details, such as mentors'
telephone numbers, handicapped student restrictions, and book details.
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MIV.. MICROFICHE

A. USER EXPERIENCE

Users of the PRF.felt limited by being forced to use the micr iche
readers to determine all resources available for a student. Micr fiche
readers are located in the schools' media centers and are too bulky to
move easily to a classroom. Thus, though microfiche has the clear advan-
tage of being able to store large quantities of data in a snall space, it
also has the clear disadvantage of being able to retrieve those data only
in limited locations,

r

For MCPS users this problem was exacerbated by the fact that after
microfiche production the GSP staff learned that all microfiche readers
in the tryout schools were equipped with a lens that did not correspond
to the reduction ratio used. This meant that the image of each sheet was
too large for the reader's screen, and thus the reader had to move each
sheet around in order to see all the nedeaary information. This problem
substantially increased the time necessary to obtain references. This
problem was corrected by changing the reduction ratio from 28:1 to 42:1
in the final PRF, and the GSP staff believes that'future users will have
a more successful experience.

B. PRODUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS

Each microfiche reproduction company has its own specific instructions
for the layout of pages for fiche, and any system devising a sithilar product
should work out details with their rrricrhe contractor. The most impor-

tant consideration is that the fiche be produced to fit the equipment
available; otherwise, the projected image will either be too big and will
not fit on the screen, or will be too small, and will be difficult to read.
GSP staff found it helpful to take a sample reader to the microfiche com-
pany when they planned layout and reduction options.

4441

XXV. THE FINAL STAGE OF THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

In OctOber 1979 a mini-evaluation team from the Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education visited the project. This visit was to review the status
of the project and to discuss the possibility of a continuation _grant, with
reduced Title IV-C funding and increased MCPS commitment, to pravide in-
service to additional county schools during 1980-81 after the development
project was completed. The visiting team reported favorably and extended
an invitation to submit a proposal; one was subsequently prepared.
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In January 1980 the GSP media specialist left the project. The re-
duction in staff size required that the remaining two staff members take

r on his duties as well as doing their own. Both continued,to work with
tryout schools beyond the official end of the tryout in January. This

0 was necessary to help complete work with childre5 that the staff had begun
earlier in the project.

if
.6

6. The evaluation specialist spent a number of months developing a sys-
tem for obtaining evaluation data and analyzing the data. A letter was

: sent to teachers and resource persons requesting that they complete an
evaluation report (or have the student cpmplete one, whichever case ap-
plied). Another letter requesting the same information was sent if the
teacher or resource person had not returned the report within 4 weeks.
In addition, a system was devised to keep track of letters that had been

0 sent, replies received, and follow-up letters that needed to be sent.
Evaluation of the GSP continued into the spring and culminated with pro-
duction of the Evaluation Report on the Gifted Science Project.

An evaluation report aad a final report of the GSP.were needed to
fulfill the terms of the grant. The GSP director wanted to go beyond this
minimum requirement for reporting on the project, however, and produce
additional documents for other school systems that might wish to develop
a similar project for other grades or subject areas. He envisioned produc-
ing a dissemination package that would include (a) a complete history with
detailed information useful for setting up a similar project, (b) a user
manual for the PRF, and (c) an annotated bibliography of all materials sub-
mitted as the result of the national information search.

13
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It was clear to the director that the two GSP staff members could not
produce all these materials in the time remaining before the project ended.
Therefore, a production and editing team was hired for the last .10 weeks
of the project.

XXVI. THE FUTURE OF THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

In June 1980 a grant was given by the Maryland State Department of
Education to implement the GV_in 27 additional public and private schools,
to modify procedures and prodItts from the development project for use
during implementation, to design an in-service qogram for area office
staff, and to develop plans to incorporate the GSP into the MCPS Program
of Studies. Dr. Charles J. LaRue, elementary science coordinator for MCPS,
will supervise this implementation project.

It is hoped that relationships developed between mentors and students
will continue beyond their specific involvement in the GSP tryout. To help
teachers in fall 1980 to be aware of the experiences that students have had
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with the project, the GSP director sent a memorandum with a project sum-,
mary to all tryout school principals encouraging them to include a copy
of it in the student records, which will be transferred to the new teach- ."

ers for next fall. .(This memorandum is shown in appendix S.) For stu-

dents who were in Grade 8 this year, further opportunities will be avail-
able next fall. Appendix T lists various courses, programs, and projects
available to them.

Since the GSP's inception, it has been planned that MCPS will inccl-

porate its revision of the PRF into ongoing staff activities. The GSP

director will keep a file of (a) changes in community resource telephone
numbers and addresses and (b) new published materials to be added. Every

two years two part-time staff and clerical support(will be requested

during the summer to update ihe PRF.

XXVII. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

It is critical to consider_initial staffing carefully. The ability

of all staff persons to interchange roles is essential. A base staff

plus part-time help would be ideal, since the nature of a development pro-
ject such as the GSP dictates that there are times of intense production

and times when only one or two staff members are necessary.

Because most resource persons can be contacted only during working
hours, teachers generally found it very difficult to make arrangements

for students to use resources. Therefore, the GSP recommends that scho

using the PRF to help large numbers of students Cry to obtain aides or
parent volunteers to support teachers in this effort. Such persons should

be'careful to introduce themselves as volunteers for the school system so
that resource persons will know that their names and telephone numbers are
not being generally, distributed.

If a historvis required, semi-annual reports should be written

tfiroughout the protect': Trying tb reconstruct details at the end is dif-
ficult and is usually made even more so by the fact that most long-term

projects experience some staff turnover.



APPENDIX A

Adopted by the Board of Education February 12, 1973

The Goals of Education

The goals of education for the MontgO-mery County
Public Schools are set forth in dm statement of public policy
to guide the school system in developing, implementing, and
improving educational programs for its students. This
statement outlines those goals considered b.) the citizens of
the county as most important for the education of their
children in public schools andfor which the citizens will hold
the school system responsible and accountable.

The school system has the primary responsibility fo,Asome
of these goals. Por others, it shares that responsibility with
the home and other community institutions.

The extent to which these goals can be realized will depend
upon the endorsement by and continuing commitment of the
school system staff, students, parents, and the community.
With broad endorsement and wide support, the Montgom-
ery County Public Schools will continue its development to
serle its students and community in the most effective way
possible.

Education ii a process that encompasses the total
experiences of each individual throughout a lifetime of
formal and informal learning. The school program, as a
keystone in this process, should provide opportunities and
encouragement for students to acquire knowledge, to
explore ideas, to ask questions, and to seek answers that will
lead to sound and useful conclusions.

The probability of success motivates students to learn.
Each school must create a program and maintain a climate in
which every student has opportunities for success. Each
individual is unique, and the school shall encourage that
uniqueness. The school should help students understand
their own values and the values of others.

The school program, while developihg the skills of
learning, should be based on the study of broad human
concerns, flexible enough to, deal with changing concerns
and at the same time related to the needs, interests, and
concerns of each student. The program should offer
opportunities for decision-making. It should help the
student develop a capacity to learn that will be retainedfor a
lifetime, to respond to and understand other human beings,
and to accept full responsibility for the results of his or her
actions.

Therefore, the Montgomery County Public Schools
dedicates itself to provide the opportunit y, encouragement,
and guidance to make it possible for every child to attain the
following goals of education:
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ACADEMIC SKILLS
The fundamental responsibility of the school is to develop
programs that enable each child to acquire those skills basic
to all learning. The achievement of all other goals depends
upon the success of the scho ol in ensuring that each student,
according to ability, attains the following basic skills:

Reading: The ability to read and comprehend written
material and relate it to other knowledge

Composition: The ability to write with precision,
clarity, and acceptable usage, whether to inform, inspire, or
persuade

Listening 2nd Speaking: The ability to listen attentively
and with understanding and to speak with confidence and
effectiveness, whether from written material or extempo-
raneously

Mathematics: The ability to perform computations, to
solve common prpblems of mathematics and logic, and to
understand the structure of mathematics so it can be a useful
tool in daily living

Study: The development of basic study skills to acquire
knowledge efficiently

The Arts: The development of some of the basic
disciplines and skills in the performing and creative arts that
may be used throughout life for communication, expression,
and enjoyment

Observation: The ability to identify and differentiate
elements of the surrounding world that are useful in
personal, academic, and artistic pursuits.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Each person matures physically at a different rate an
possesses differing capabilities. The school has the obliga-
tion to help each student:

understand the biological functioning of the human
body

make the best both of physical talents and limitations
develop good health habits, skills, and interests to

maintain optimum physical condition throughout the course
of a lifetime

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
In addition to acquiring academic skills, each student's
intellectual capabilities should be developed to the fullest
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extent possible. Therefore, the school will encourage each -
pupil:

to think creatively
to reason logically
to apply knowledge usefully
to deal with abstract concepts
to solve problems

THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
Every person must learn to live in a society. The school must
help each student develop an understanding of people and of
how the individual depends upon others and they on the
individual. This requires that each student gain:

knowledge of self and the characteristics, needs, and
desires each individual shares with others

sensitivity to others and their ideas, and the ability to act
responsibly in variOus situations

the ability to function productively as a member of a
group ,

familiarity with the legal, moral, ethical, and cultural
heritages of different societies

knowledge of\ the various political systems and
philosophies of the world

SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING
People must exist in the natural world. The school must help
each student understand nature's impact on us and our

.- impact on nature. This requires that each student gain.
knowledge of natural phenbmena and their effect on the

human race
understanding of scientific advances and their part in

modern technology
understanding of the scientific method ,

appreciation, of the ways in which the application of
scientific principles can improve the quality of life while
preserving the natural order

AEST TIC EXPRESSION
People, to realize their full potential, must be able to sense
and appreciate beauty in the world around them, whether
created by nature or by human hands. The school must help
each student gain: -

knowledge of the nature of the creative and performing
arts

experience with a wide variety of art forms
a perspective for developing individual aesthetic criteria

and tastes
understanding of the contribution of the arts to human

communication

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Productive and satisfying work enriches our lives; and with
increasing ;leisure time, many people will use various
occupational skills for avocational purposes as well. The
school must help each student gain:

knowledge and appreciation of the wide variety and
interrelationships of occupations in modern society

opportunities to explore potential gcupations in
relation to personal aptitudes and interests, unrestricted by
stereotypes of sex, race, or socio-economic level

the knowledge, skills, and abilities that will enable
graduates to secure satisfying employment, embark upon
further training and education in a chosen career field, and
adapt occupational talents to changing job demands and
opportunities

)

,

COMMITMENTS

The Board of Education and the staff of the Montgomery
County Public Schools must create and maintain an
educational environment that promotes the attainment of
these goals by all students. Toward this end, therefore,' the
public schools make the following commitments to the
citizens of Montgomery County: .._

To attract and retain the most qualified and best trained
staff possible through dynamicrprograms of recruitment.
supervision, and continuing inservice training and staff
development opportunities ,

To develop and implement a comprehensive and
flexible instructional program to achieve the aforemen-
tioned goals and to provide the facilities, materials, and
equipment needed to enhance the effectiveness of the
program .

To evaluate the effectiveness of the instructional
program continuously, and regularly report the findings to
students, parents, staff and the community

To adopt new and different approaches when it is
determined that they will contribute more effectively to the
fulfillment of the goals

To encourage a continuing dialogue with the entire
community, making every effort to communicate needs and
achievements, and to be responsive to the needs and
aspirations of the school community

To utilize facilities and staff in cooperation with other
agencies, in the development of preschool, community
school, and adult education programs that will meet the
continuing educational t*eds of all citizens

To provide an accountability procedure for informing
coun'ty citizens of the objectives and costs of their school
system and of reporting periodically on the educational
investments made with their tax dollars.
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Adopted by Ike' Board of -Education Nowinber 22. 1978 APPENDIX B

a policy statement on

Education of Gifted and
Talented Students

POLICY

I. CONDITION

The Montgomery County Board of Education has determined
that instruction of gifted and talented students shall be identified as
a priority area of concern and that appropriate steps shall be taken
to continpe to develop systemwide plans that assiire provisions for
the gifted and talented in each school. Students who are gifted have
unique educational needs that should be met if these students are to
achieve their full potential.

Montgomery Countys%Public Schools provides a number of
differentiated educational programs and 'or sen ices beyond those
normally provided to the general school population: however.
appropriate differentiated programs and/or services are not
currently available for all Montgomery County Public Schools'
gifted and talented students. The purpose of these programs is to
assist students in realizing their contribution to themselves and to
society (Program refers to the systematic delivery of instruction
and services and includes the following components. goals and
objectives, implementation plan, identification and selection
procedures, curriculum and resources, staff selection and training,
and evaluation.)

Gifted and talented students are those. who by virtue of
outstanding abilities, are capable of high performance. These are
students whO require differentiated educational programs and; or
services beyond those normally provided by the regular school
program in order to realize their contribution to self and to society.
Students capable of high performance include those with
demonstrated achievement and/ or potential ability in any of the
following areas, singly or in combination:

I. General intellectual ability
2. Specific academic aptitude
3. Creative or productive thinking
4. Leadership ability
5. Visual and performing arts
6. Psychomotor ability

-Montgomery County Public Schools adopts this widely used
definition and believes that gifted and talented students should be
identified by professionally qualified persons. Montgomery
County Public Schools has a commitment to meet the needs of
gifted and talented students and to assist them in the realization of
their potential.
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The purpose of this policy is to continue to ensure that
Montgomery County Public Schools provide a program of
appropriate qualitatively differentiated instruction K-I 2 and in all
subject areas to meet the unique needs of gifted and talented
students. The following provisions will be made as gifted and
talented programs are to be developed and implemented.

I. Identification procedures for all Montgomery County public
school students who are gifted and; or talented in any one or
combination of the six categories of giftedness in any subject area.
K-I2, will be developed. implemented. and evaluated.

2. Curriculum and other resources that will meet the needs ot
Identified gifted and talented students will be identified, developed.
evaluated, disseminated, and revised. These processes shall be
continuous.

3. A variety of organizational options at the school. cluster, area,
and centrpl level, across all grades, will be developed. implemented.
and systematically evaluated to provide an appropriate educational
experience for identified gifted and talented students.

4. Selection of staff will be based upon training and experience in
the education of gifted and talented students. This will include
awareness and advanced skill level training to ensure qualified
personnel for the gifted and talented.

III. PROCESS

The development, maintenance, and evaluation of appropriate
programs for gifted and talented students will require that the'
superintendent:

I. Annually develop implementation and budget plans to
achieve the above purposes of this policy.

2. Establish, monitor, and revise as necessary the guidelines for
identifying gifted and talented students.

3. Develop curriculum materials and establish resource arrange-
ments to provide instructional materials to meet the unique needs
of gifted and talented students.

4. Establish, monitor, and disseminate information about a
variety of organizational models for instrucat of gifted and
talented students.
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'5. Provide assistance and suppOrt to Montgomery County
Public Schools' staff in the areas of

a: Screening and assessment of pupils
(Thb. Needs assessment of schools

c. Planning, deviloping, implementing, and evaluating pro-
grams

d. Personnel selection
c. Staff training and in-service
f. Montgomery County Public Schools' and community

awareness
6 Develop and assist in implementing a comprehensive staff

awareness program, as well as advanced skill level training
programs, aimed at ensuring qualifie,d personnel for the gifted and
talented
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7, Systematically evaivate programs/ projects.
8. Monitor programs through the Continuum Education Data

Application Project.

IV. FEEDBACK

The superintendent will ensure that.
I. Programs for gifted and talented pupils will be identified in the

Director) of Alternative Programs and Programs for the Gifted
and Talented, as well as reflected in Montgomery County Public
Schools' Program of Studies.

2. An annual report on the status and effectiveness of programs
for gifted and talented students is submitted to the Board of
Education.



APPENDIX C

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT STAFF
AND THEIR PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES

John R. Pancella, Coordinator, Secondary Science and Project Director
Dr. Pancella supervisedithe'proiect, defined the products needed,
handled edministrative'procedures, and served as liaison between
outside'agencies and MCPS regarding the project. In addition, he
directed the training of'teachers and others in the use of project
resources.

Gerard F. Consuee& (8/77 to 6/80), Science Specialist
Mr. Consuegra identified and contacted resource persons to partici-
pate in the project, identified published materials for the PRF,
wrote descriptions of resources for the PRF, and matched resources
with SIS objectives. In addition, he designed in-service procedures,
trained teachers to use the project materi,als, interviewed students,_i
matched student interests with resources, and answered questions
from teachers and parents regarding the project.

David DuBois (9/77 to 8/79), Evaluation Specialist
Dr. DuBois designed the project evaluation methodology and associated
reports and developed preliminary drafts of the proposed data analy-
ses and the evaluation report outline. He began the collection of
some data, assisted in contacting potential resource p'ersons to par-
ticipate in the project, and identified published materials for the
PRY.

Susan L. Ott (10/79 to 6/80), Evaluation Specialist
Ms. Ott completed the evaluation of the project. This included the
revision of reports and procedures, collecting and analyzing data,
and.writing the evaluation report. She also assisted in interview-
ing students, matching student interests with resources, and train-
ing teachers to use project materials.

Michael Lawson (9/77 to 12/79), Media Specialist
Mr. Lawson designed resource file sheets for production-of the PRF
and served as liaison between the project staff and tryout school
media specialists. In addition, he processed all books received by
the project, assisted in training teachers, and interviewed students.

Terri Baumgardner (9/77 to 10/79), Clerk-typist
Ms. Baumgardner typed all project correspondence during the develop-
ment of the PRY and the first and second editions of PRF sheets.
She also handled messages for the project.

Peg Fagley (11/79 to 6/80), Clerk-typist
In addition to handlingpmessages for the project, Mrs. Fagley typed
the final edition of the PRF, typed and mailed letters requesting
evaluation reports, and fyped the evaluation report and other final
documents.
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PURPOSE

APPENDIX D
SUMMARY SHEET ON THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT
Department of Instructional Plannind and Development

850 Hunderford Drive Rockville, Maryland 20850
Telephone 130 I 279-3500

RY

The Gifted Science Project is federally funded under ESEA, Title IV-C for
the identification of resources for individual gifted science students and

their teachers. The resources will be used by individual students in

Grades 3-8.

The resourcei will be matched with objectives an topics in the Mantgomery

County Public Schoola (MCPS) Program of Studies. They will include infor-
mation on scientists, scientific agencies and laboratories, print and non-
print materials, and special activities such as science awards, competi-

tions, and fairs.

ANTICIPATED

The resource bank will provide the individual gifted science student an

opportunity for in-depth exploration within areas of his/her interest or

aptitude. As a result, existing gifted science resources will be coordi-

nated and made available to an individual gifted student and his/her

teacher.

PRWECT ACTIVITIES

The project is planned for three years of funding. During the first year,

1977-78, the staff will collect, organize, and classify science resources.
These resources will be correlated with MCPS science instructional objec-

tives. The identified resources will be placed in a microfiche (a form

of microfilm) retrieval syseem. During the second year; 1978-79, the
system will be installed on a trial basis in 15 public schools and one

parochial school. The project staff will show students and teachers how

to use the system and resource bank. Evaluation studies will be conducted

and the data will be used to revise the project materials and serilces.

At the conclusion of the third year of the project, 1979-80, the materials

will be made available countywide. Sample project mgterials will be pre-

pared for dissemination to interested persons outside MCPS. The project

will be publicized statewide and nationally.
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APPENDIX E

INFORMATION AND MATERIALS FROM

LOCAL, STATE, AND NATIONAL GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAMS

4

Arvada West High School, Arvada CO 80001. A First Draft of a Plan for
Education of Gifted/Talented Students. Program description. 1976. 13 pp.

Includes program planning, student identification, program
development (to have been completed by the 1978-79 school year),
staff/community development, evaluation, and description of
program types for students (orientation, workshop/seminar, mini-
course, honors programs in regular schools, a community mentor
program, an extra session in vaeaticin time, and independent study).
Subject areas are not specified; the program seems to cover all
high school subject areas.

Auburn Public Schools, School District 408, 915 Foprth Street, N.E.,
Auburn, WA 98002. Student Teacher Enrichment Program (STEP). Information/
te her's materials package. 1978.

ackage includes an abstract on the program and samples of curriculum
-.'units. The original pilot program was a self-contained, homogeneously
grouped, full-day program for 43 fifth- and sixth-grade students.
In 1977-78 STEP expanded into the regular classrooms in Grades 3,
4, 7, and 8 by providing materials and in-service training about
the needs of gifted students for 10 classroom teachers and four
counselors. The instructional methods in all settings are struc-
tured around the models of higher level thinking skills defined by
Frank Williams and Benjamin Bloom.

Baltimore Department of Education, Office for Gifted anct Talented Childien,
2300 N. Calvert Street, Baltimore, MD 21208. Elementary Handbook for
Children with Talents and Gifts, 1977-78. Program book. 1978. 147 pp.

Program for K-6. Provides screening methodologies for teacher and
student nomination for gifted and talented programs in a wide

1 variety of areas. Brief comments are provided on each curriculum ,r's

' area. Subject area sample units with complete purchase information
and extensive annotated bibliography are included.
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'Bibb County Public Schools, 2976 Crestline Drive; Macon, GA 31204.
Georgia school districe contacts for gifted programd. Contact list;

science books andffiaterials list. 1978.

List of contact persons,for gifted programs in Georgia's county
school systems. Brief list of science boOks/materials used
in Bibb County program, Grades 1-12.

Bucks County Schools, Intermediate Unit No. 22, Cross Keys Building, Routes
611 and 313, Doylestown, PA 18901. High School Science Seminar, 1977-1978.

Program information book.. 1977-78. 8 pp.

Ten one- or eko-session science seminars in 10 areas for mentally
and academically gifted high school students with a high interest
in science., Primary screening of students is done by counselors
and science teachers (with parent approval) and final screening
by the Westinghouse Science Talent Search test. Students provide

their awn transportation. Those conducting the seminars are
local scientists working in schools, colleges, government or ,

private laboratories, or industry. Sessions axe held at schaols

or colleges or at the instructors' places of work.

California State Department of Echication, 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, CA

95814.

Teaching Gifted Students Social Sciences in Grades Seven through

Nine. R.S. Miles and G. Turner. Book. 1977. 49 pp.

Teaching gifted Children Science in Grades Seven through Twelve.

Paul Brandwein. Book. 1975. 55 pp.

The books are part of a series of subject-area booklets un.der a

project entitled "Development of Teaching Competencies--Gifted and
Talented." The book on social sciences includes an overview chaptet;-N
chapters on the process of scientific research, applicationsof
research skills in selected social science fields, sample activi-
ties regarding study of the Bill of Rights and justice, field study
methods for the developmenclof creativity; and selected references.1
The book on science describes characteristics of gifted students in
science, with emphasi2ton the differences between conventional and-
singular giftedness. 'Curricular strategies are discussed in one
chapter and the promotion of independent thinking in another chapter.
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Centrum Foundation, Ft. Worden State Park, Port,Townsend, WA 9836,8.
Experiences in Creativity program. Letter, schedule of sessions, tTochure.
1977-78.

Gifted-student workshops La'all-creative Lields and for various
grades, elementary through high school. rhcludes science work-
shops. Students are nominated by teachers and if possible submit
"an example of their work in a field or a resumeof their activities.
Currently the aesthetic fields'are the main topics of workshops.
Mind-stretching and growth in creativity are emphasized. The
student or sponsoring school pays room and board.

Program staff have found that teacher nominations are fully-as
useful for identification of the gifted for the program as are'
formal measuring instruments.

Centrum, a cultural foundation funded by state and private grants
and-(individual contributions is located at a.formerly unused%v.

military.fort. It offers year-round cultural programming for
Washington residents and out-of-state participants.

Connecticut State Department of Education, Bureau of Pupil Personnel and \,
. Special Educational Services, Hartford, CN 06115. Conn-Cept II--Differentiated
Curriculum for the Gifted and Talented in Science and Mathematics. Program
information/materials package. 1978.

Information on the Talcott Mountatn'Science Center and geteral
units_for.the gifted student at various grade leve/b. Brief
description of sample Connecticut programs and-listing of pro-
fessional'personnel inthe area of gifted and talented (all
grades). Also included are sample units for gifted students k
using the Talcott Mountain Science Center.

University of.Connecticut School of Education, Storrs, CN 06268. Confratute/
'79. Brochure. 1979.

Confratute, a summer institute at the University of Connecticut
for those working with gifted and talented progiems, is described4.0
in a brochure. The institute is an annual one, and Dr. Joseph S.0
Renzulli is a director.

A

0
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East Providence School Department, 255 Taunton Avenue, East Providence, RI
02914. Project Gifted. Two program books. 1977-78.

'i'rolect Gifted: Overview and Curriculum Guide (61 pp.) is designed
0 help another school system set up its own gifted program.
Extensive admission criteria are detailed in the guide, and forms
and additional suggestions are also included. The program begins

with intensive screening of all third graders. Fifteen students

are accepted into the program, which begins with fourth'grade.

All students are transported to one school. Students may not
concentrate on a single area of interest, but they may develol) a
strong interest in various fields, such as human behavior, culture,
fine arts, physical sciences, or life sciences. A program goal is
to help the student develop an understanding of self and the world
rather than to learn facts. Parents play an important and contin-
uing role; regular meetings with instructors keep them informed on
heir children's progress. Also included is a briefer program
description book, Gifted Program (32 pp.)

Fernwood, Inc. 1720 Range Line Road, Niles, Mi 49120. Fernwood Natural Sciences

Program. Letter and one-page sheet on stude4t selecti9. 1978.

Th, program is described briefly in a letter, and those interested
ar4 invited to write for more details. The program provides "shared-
time-occupational education" through Fernwood, Inc., in an advanced
natural science course for high school students held at a nature
center each day. Student identification is based on student interest
and on recommendation by teachers and counselors. (The program is

also cited in Michigan Department of Education, p. 9 of this bibliog-

raphy.)

Georgia Department of Education, Division of Curriculum Development and Pupil
Personnel Services, Atlanta, GA 30334.

- Global Concepts in Gifted Educatiofi. Conference proceedings. 1975. 58 pp.

Summaries of gifted programs and ideas instituted in some Georgia
school systems. Activities and areas of emphasis in the education
of the gifted, K-12. Specific curriculum areas are not discussed.
Topics include personalized reading instruction, guidance, group
interactions, and communication skills. One problem the conference
attempted to solvg. was how to encourage the gifted to interact with
each other and with other students. Some courses in public speaking
and in group dynamics were said to have had good effects.
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- Guidelines for In-Service"Education: Gifted and Talented. Book. 1976.
43 pp.

iGuidelines for training teachers of the gifted. General principles,
sample needs assessment, desirable characteristics of teachers.
Btbliography.

Highline Public Schools, P.O. Box 66100, Seattle, WA 66100: Enriched
LearOing Program. Information package. 1977.

Highline Public Schools Enriched Learning Program provide:16
students with enriched learning activities. This document
describes characteristics of gifted children and includes the
program's institutional objectives, learner objectives, and
learner evaluation design. Specific curriculum areas are not
discussed. Students in the program attend regular classes at
one elementary school and for a minimum of five hours a week
work with other gifted students in high-level cognitive activi-
ties planned and conducted by a specially trained project teacher.

The Gifted Child Society, Inc., 59 Glen Gray Road, Oakland/ NJ 07436. The
Saturday Workshop. Information/class schedule booklet. 1977. 28 pp.

Saturday classes (9, 10, and 11 A.M.) for children who enter
the program by application signed by school principals. Parents
must be members of the Gifted Child Society. Tuition per course
per family in 1977 was $32.00 for one course and less for two or
three. Caurses are held at two secondary schools. Children as
young as four ma/ enroll, and classes listed are for children K-1
to "4th grade and up" (no upper limit noted). Many faculty are
professional teachers, K through college; others are community
people such as police and magicians. Many science courses are
listed, beginning with the K-L-level.

_Hardin Northern Schools, Dola, OH 45835. Physmatics. Program Proposal. 1978.
5 PP.

An alternative procedure for educating gifted high school stuaents
in physics and precalculus. Includes rationale, objectives, place-
ment procedures, staffing ratios, description of facilities and
equipment needed, description of program, and content outline.
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Hattiesburg Publit'Schools, Hattiesburg, MS 39401. Project REACH: article,

, 1 p.; project materials, 3 pp'. 1977.

The article describes a student-constructed model for deep-space
mission simulation. Detailed study orthe disciplines involved
in space travel was necessary for a1,1 those taking part. The
project itself includes elemeluary-lestel students and carries
out many science-related activities as part of its curriculum.

Houston County Gifted Program, Flynt Building, Warner Robins, GA 31093.
County program for 1-12. Information package. 1978.

Programs for the gifted In Grades 1 through 12. The elementary

'program is entitled FOCUS. The Intermediate Scie.nce Curriculum
Study (ISCS) program is provided for junior high students identi-
fied as gifted. Senior high students pursue independenestudy,
the Biological ScienCe Curriculum Study (BSCS), pilot honors
courses, and exploration of career interests. The program descrip-
tion gives a brief history of the total program, identification
procedures, specific programs of study, and recommendation'forms.
Sample syllabi and requirements for-bumanities courses are also
included.

Howard County Public Schools, Columbia, MDcl043. Title IV-C Project to
Establish Model Learning Laborq.tories for Gifted and Talented Students at the
Elementary School, Middle*School and High School Lesiel. Instructional guides.

- 'Instructional Activities and Strategies for Scientific Problem Solving_,

rev. ed. Bonnie Daniel, Gerald Einem, Maurice Kalin, Debbie Lederer, Paula

'Leith. Book. 1977. 77 pp.

A guide to problem solving for teachers of the gifted; emphasizes
both creative andcritical thinking. Chapters address stating a

problem, stating hypotheses, designing experiments, and analyzing
data.

-. Instructional Activities for Creative Dance, Grades 4-12. Gerald Einem,

Marilyn Byers, Debi Lederer, Paula Leith, Donald McBee, and Anne Ryder.

Book. 1978. 77 pp.

An instructional guide for teachers at each of the three pilot
schools (elementary, middle, and high) chosen for testing the
program. Modern dance was selected as the..type that most fosters

creativity. For each level the guide includes terminal objectives,
each with enabling objectives, and screening/identification methods
for students. The prograM includes dance, choreography, supporting
aspects of dance (costumes and the like), and dance criticism.
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- Instructional Activities for Creative Drama, Grades 3-12. Gerald Einem,
Paula Leith, Donald McBee, and Ann Ryder. Book. 1977% 41 pp.

Instructional guide for teachers at each of the three pilot
schools (elementary, middle, and high). For each level the
guide includes an instructional program with objectives and
exercises to fulfill them, suggested additional materials, and,
identification/screening methods for students. The program
includes mime, creating a mood, improvisation, open-ended acting
situations, and the writing and performance of plays or poetry.

- Instructional Activities for Creative Music, Grades 3-12. No authors*
giVen. Book. 1977. 37 pp.

Instructional guide for teachers;at each of the three pilot
schools (elementary, middle, and high). For two levels (elemen-
tary/middle and high) the guide .ncludes an instructional program
with objectives and exercises for fulfilling them and identification/
screening procedures for students. The program includes basic
signing notation, sight-reading, and ear-training skills; arranging;
composing; and creating movement patterns to music.

- Instructional Activities for Developing_Critical Thinking Skills--Elementary,
rev. ed. Gerald Einem, Bonnie Daniel, Paula Leith, and Debi Lederer. Book. "
1977. 69 pp.'

- Instructional Activities for Developing Critical Thinking Skills--Middle
School, rev. ed. No authors given. Book. 1978. 123 pp.

Instructional Activities for Developing Critical Thinking Skills--High
School, rt. ed. Gerald Einem, Bonnie Daniel, Maurice Kaiin, ueora
Lederert._ and Paula Leith. Book. 1977. 78 pp.

These instructional guides for teachers employ the higher levels
of thinking mentioned in several taxonomi,es: Bloom, Guilford,
and the WatsonAGlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal test, from
whith the terms used in the program are drawn: assumption,
inference, deduction, interpretation, and evaluation. This
instrument was used during the project's pilot for the pre- and
post-testing of participants. In each of the three guides each
type of thinking is discussed in a separate chapter4 which
includes objectives and exercises for fulfilling them.' References
with additional exercises are cited in each chapter. A chapter on
assessment of student growth and a bibliography are included in the
guides for elementary end middle school. The high school guide
includes six appendixes: several bibliographies, further explana-
tion of Bloom and Guilford, a glossary, further exercises, setident
progress evaluation forms.
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- Mathematics Games and Puzzles, Elementary Level. Gerald Einem, Debi
Lederer, Paula Leith, and Donald McBee. 'Book. 1978. 113 pp.

Resource book for teachers. Unlike others in the project series,
this book presents only exercises, not objectives or explanations.
Topics are calendar study, codes, computers, fractions, geometry,
greater than/less than, logic, skill drills, measurement, money,
odd/even, patterns probability, Roman numerals, and sets and sub-
sets. Purchase order information is included for commercial
resources. Many materials are teacher-made.

- Scientific Research Handbook, High School Level. Gerald Einem, Debi
Lederer, Paula Leith, and Donald McBee. Book. 1978. 43 pp.

This handbook for teachers also includes requirements for student
researchers. Chapters discuss (1) identification of students;
(2) the research teacher, including teacher obligations, training
of students, and use of consultants; (3) library use and information
search;and (4) information 'for students, incluaing problem selection,
experimental design, student obligations and rules for research, pro-
ducts, and communication of results. Eleven appendixes present more
specific information on the research and writing processes.

At

The Identification of Resources for Individual Gifted Students in Grades 3-8.
David DuBois, Gerard F. Consuegra, end Michael Lawson. Article. 1979. 3 pp.

A reprint from Northern Virginia Council for Gifted/Talented
Education, Beyond Awaren*(conference proceedings), cited

11on .15 of this bibliogr . The article is a concise summary
of the Gifted Science Project, of which this bibliography is
one componsnt. It 'includes a brief look at the nature of the
project; how science resources for the gifted were discovered,
obtained, and-classified; how teachers were trained to use the
project materials;.final products of the project; and how the
project was evaluated. The project director's name and address
are provided for obtaining additional information.

Jefferson County Public Schools, J. Graham Brown Education Center, 675 River
City Mall, Louisville, KY 40202. Advance Program. Hibliography. 5 pp. 1978.

Bibliography of social studies and science materials being
classroam-tested for use with gifted students. Criteria for

selection were as follows: (1) Does the material provide
opportunities for hands-on classroom experiences? (2) Does

it provide a basis for extending the child's scientific.
inquiry? (3) Does it provide information essential for a
well-rounded understanding of scientific concepts? (4) Are

the printed materials written at a level snfficiently
challenging for gifted/talented children? A list of pub-
lishers and addresses is also provided.
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Lake Washington School District Number 414, Kirkland, WA 98033. Information
package. 1978.

An ESEA Title IV-C program outlined in a booklet that includes
identification procedures and program philosophy, broad goals,
characteristics, and eyaluation. Evaluation forms and a
bibliography of materials are alsoincluded., Teachers prepare
lesson plans using standard models such as Williams' model,
Bloom's taxonomy, a matrix derived from Williams and Bloom,
and Models of Teaching by Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil.

Maryland State Department of Education, Division of Instruction, P.O. Box 8717,
BWI Airport, Baltimore, MD 21240. ''Maryland's Activities for Gifted and
Talented Youngsters." Filmstrip/tape package with script booklet. 1977.
Booklet. 15 pp.

Brief survey of Maryland activities for gifted and talented.
One bf two filmstrips, "Plan and Program," discusses Maryland's
state Action Plan and how it is being carried out. The other,
"Practice and Performance," describes summer programs for tniddle,
junior high, and enior high school students at three regional
demonstration centers. Science, archaelogy, history, and visual
arts are emphadized at one of'the three centers; creative writing
and communications at another; and visual and performing arts,
mathematics, and environmental living at the third.

Mercer Island School District No. 400, 4160 86th Avenue, S.E., Mercer Island, WA
98040. District programs for the gifted. Information package. 1978.

Elementary and junior high school programs, housed in seven
district schools. A summary of activities at each school is
included. Emphasis is on higher order skills (Bloom's taxonomy).
Both science curriculum areas'and processes that can be used in
science are included In the curriculum. The package includes
program descriptions and seventh- and eighth-grade curriculum
units.

Michigan Department of Education, Lansing, Mi 48909. Michigan's 1977-78
Programs for Gifted and Academically Talented Students. Report on programs.
1977. 37 pp.

Description of 12 giftelliod talented pilot projects in Michigan for
varying levels, K-12. programs stating curriculum included science
topics and processes. One county, Buchanan, uses the FerawoOd,
facility (see p. 4 of this bibliography.) Descriptions vary widely
in detail. Financial and numerical data are pfovided, along with a
list of contact persons for each project and addresses of organiza-
tions dealing with the gifted.
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Milford Senior High School, 5735 Pleasant Hill Road, Milford, OH 45150.
Milford Futurology Program. Information/program materials packager 1977.

This program for the gifted is primarily for Grades 9-12. The

program summary describes its philosophy, goals, organization,
methodologies, ands.evaluation techniques; it also includes a
bibliography and a resource list. Sample unit outlines and
sample readings and activities are also included for studying a
humanistic approach to scientific inquiry. Science examples are
related mostly to biology.

Minnesota Department of Education, Capitol Square, 550 Cedar Street, St. Paul,
MN 55101.. Science Explorations K-6. Book. 1978. 62 pp.

Introduction presents description of a teacher's responsibilities
toward and problems with gifted students. The document contains
numerous science experiments using common materials. For Grades K-6.

Mobile County Public Schools, Division of Staff Development, Arlington Staff
Development Center, 1107 Arlington Street, Mobile, AL 36606. Talents Unlimited

Developer-Demonstrator Project. Project information package. 1977.

Not a program for the gifted and talented only. A training
package, produced under a Title III project for K-8, offers the
services of the school system by contract for three to five days'
training. The training lists and describes six ways of thinking.
leachers are encouraged to foster the child's strongest mode of
thinking and to encourage creativity in all modes. Included in

the package are a slide/tape script, a practicum syllabus, a
contract for the training, and an explanatory brochure with an

order form for project materials.

Montgomery County Public Schools, 850 Hungerford Drive, Rockville, MD 20850.

- Above & Beyond: A Teacher-Selected Bibliography of Instructional
Materials for Use with the Gifted and Talented. Book. 1978. 250 pp.

Bibliographies for K-12, divided into chapters by subject area (aes-
thetic, English language arts, mathematics, science, social studies,
general). Each chapter includes an annotated list of instructional
materials and a list of textbooks recommended for the gifted. The
English and social studies chapters include specialized bibliographies
as well; Finally, there are two sections for teachers themselves:
an annotated list of general professional materials on the gifted and
a list of materials on the culturally different gifted.
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kl- itial Report of the Task Force onthe Gifted and Talented. July 15,
1 5. 69 pp. f

The first sections present an overview of gifted education nation-
wide, including history, rationale for programs, identification of
the gifted, and desirable components of a program. The next sections
address Montgomery County's needs, plans, and recommendations.
Extensive appendixes cover the following areas of/interest to those
outside the county: types of curriculum and learning methods, recom-
mended books/materials, program policy and planning overviews, and
characteristics of the gifted.

Instruction of the AcademicallY_Gifted in Montgomery County Public
Schools. November 25, 1974. 20 pp.

The paper addresses five questions for the county: Who are the
Gifted? Where are they? What is being done for them now? Which
of their needs are not being met? What plans does the school system
have for improving instruction for them? An appendix reports on a
survey regarding variousi'provisions for the gifted in the county
school system.

A Policy Statement on Education of Gifted and Talented Students.
November 22, 1978. 2 pp.

A brief statement on criteria for identifying the gifted, basic pro-
visions for the gifted, program planning requirements, and reporting
requirements.

Procedures for Selection of Elementary Students to PartiCipate in
Gifted and Talented Programs, Identification guidelines. 1979. 50 pp.

Procedures for Selection of Secondary Student&to Participate in
Gifted and Talented Programs. Identification guidelines. 1979.
46 pp.

The two booklets present general principles for selecting gifted
students; a school selection process; specific procedures for stu-
dent selection by peers, school staff, &nd other adults; and nomina-
tion forms for the student and parents.

Recommendations of the Office of Program Development Regarding Long-
Range Plans for the Gifted. October 9, 1979. 13 pp.

Recommendations of the central staff for long-range planning for the
gifted. The gifted population was defined as those gifted intellec-
tually or in the visual and performing arts.
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Reports of the Superintendent's Advisory Committee on the Education
of the Gifted and Talented. The Committee. Four reports: 1976

(59 pp.), 1977 (26 pp.), 1978 (27 pp.), 1979 ,(10

( The first of these annual reports presents an introduction and badk-
ground to the establishment of a countywide gifted program, a program
definition, a discussion of MCPS efforts in 475-76, progress assess-
ment, and recommendations for the following year. The follawing
years' reports present updated assessments of the program, specific
recommendations related to the assessments, and implications for budget.

Mount Pleasant School District, Washington Street Extension and Marsh
Road, Wilmington, DE 19809. Challenge Program. Manual and information'

sheets. 1978.

A program for 100 gifted children, Grades 3, 4, and 5, in the school
district, who are transported to the Challenge Program one full school

day a week. Some selections are made through IQ tests, teacher or
parent nomination, and group achievement tests. Students may also
be recommended through individual psychological evaluation. A major
goal is to broaden the extent and depth'of knowledge in academic
areas through using inquiry and creativity. Teacher-pupil ratio is

10:1. The curriculum combines units prepared by the staff and com-
mercial units adapted by the staff. The program summary includes
descriptions and examples of curriculum, activities, and evaluation

instruments. Science activities are included in the package.

National/State Leadership Training Institute on the Gifted and Talented
(N/S-LTI-G/T), 316 W. Second Street, PH-C, Los Angeles, CA 90012. Infor-

mation package. 1977.

A federally funded project, administeted through the office of the
Ventura County, CA, Superintendent of Schools, which contracts with
agencies and school systems and offers summer institutes, consultants,
establishment of state/local exemplary programs, publications and
productions in other media, advOcacy services, and training kits/

curricula.

Nebraska Department of Education, Programs for the Gifted, 301 Centennial

Mall South, Lincoln, NE 68509.

- Bibliography of Gifted Children. Diane Dudley. Photocopied list.

1975. 16 pp.

Extensive listing of publishers of professional and subject-area

. materials useful for the gifted. Ordering information (though dated)

could be used by someone beginning a gifted program.
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Celebration of Creativity Catalogue. Ed. Dean Frost. Teacher's
Guidebook and Student Activity Handbook. Books (bound together).
1977. 469 Pp.

These extensive, creative documents provide activities centering on
the nature of creativity and creative thinking. Numerous ideas,
questions, and specific lesson plans to use in primary grades are
included. About 20 activities center on science. Color-coded sections
on theories, thinking, nature of creativity, measurement, and bibli-
ography are included. The catalogue is the pr duct of a U.S. Offide
of Education grant and consolidates work from ny schools across the
United States.

Gifted and Talented: An Introductory Booklet. Booklet. 1978. 23
pp. $1.00.

To introduce the reader to gifted education--what it is, for whom,
where to go for assistance, help available, how to develop gifted
children's abilities.

- Gifted Programs Media Resource List. Book. 1976. 17 pp. $.95.

Unofficial list, based on recommendations by Nebraska teachers, of
resources they have used.

Identification Sunplement to Rule 3: Ideas for Identification of
Gifted/Talented in the Areas of: Creativity, Leadership, Visual and
Performing Arts, Psychomotor Ability. Book. No date. 63 pp. $1.65.

In addition to the itmns in the title, the book includes a discussion
of what identification does'and does not accomplish and rating scales
for K, 1, and 2-6.

- Myth-Information about Gifted Edueation. Book. 1978. 14.pp. $.70.

Twelve mistaken ideas about the gifted and their education and correc-
tions of these mistakes with facts taken from research. A

- National Survey of Exemplary Gifted Programs. Book. 1978. 37 pp.
$1.20.

Essulti of questionnaires answered by state consultants for gifted
programs Results cover unique/exemplary programs only and include
93 school districts in 23 states.

- Rule 3 Revised: Regulations for Approved Programs and Criteria for
the Classification of Gifted/Talented Students; Criteria for the
Classification of Culturally and Educationally Deprived. Booklet.

-- 1976: 7 pp. $1.65.

Nebraska state regulations and requirements in the areas of the title.
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- Taxonomy Game. Book. 1977. 32 pp. $1.00.

To be used for teacher training. Flash cards of activities and ques-
tions for children have printed on the reverse side the required
level of thinking from the six levels proposed in Bloom's taxonomy.

New Jersey Department of Education, Educational Improvement Center, 207
Delsea Drive (Rt. 47), RD 4, Box 209, Sewell, NJ 08080. Northeast Ex-
change Project. Information package. 1978.

The Northeast Exchange Project is a five-state consortium on edtica-'
ting the gifted and talented. New Jersey is acting as the state of
record through its Department of Education, Division of School Programs.
The other states are Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and
Vermont. ,The package contains an anthology of articles by educators
on gifted and talented education (64 pp.; $1.00); a group of articles
and materials for parents and educators, and a directory of gifted
programs in the Northeast Exchange. The patkage can serve as a
background on gifted and talented education.

New Rochelle City School District, 515 North Avenue, New Rochelle, NY

10801. Project Extend. Information.and materials package. 1978.

A full-time interdisciplinary program for Grades 5 and 6 students
gifted in multiple areas, for the 1976-77 school year. Students

actended one school. The program offered replication services

(through contract) to selected districts throughout New York state.
The program, including replication services, was funded by Title IV-C

of ESEA. Science was studied through .the interdisciplinary "Biolog-
ical Portraiture Unit," which condentrated on the lives and achieve-
ments of people who have contributed to science. (The unit combined
science, mathematics, social studies; language arts, and fine arts.)
Lacluded in the package are program objectives, a high-level-skills
maceatration section, descriptiqn of selected units implemented 4..n
the program, ongoing activities, sample lessons (including two
science lessons), a student contract form, and.a parent questionnaire
for the recruitment of community resources.
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Northern Virginia Council for Gifted/Talented Education, 334 N. Washing-
ton Street, Falls Chuz:ch, VA 22046.

- Beyond Awareness (Proceedings of the Fourth Annual NorthereVirginia
Conference on Gifted/Talented Education). Book. 1979. 156 pp. $5.00.

The nineteen papers from this cohference centered on trends and on
ianovative thinking and instructional strategies in gifted, education.
(The paper "Identification of Resources for the Individual Gifted
Student in Grades 3-8" concerns the,Gifted Science Project of which
this bibliOgraphy is a part. It is,cited on p. 8 of this bibliography.

- Realizing Their Potential (Proceedings of the Third Annual Northern
Virginia Conference on,Gifted/Talented Education). Book. 1978. 135
pp :$4.75.

includbd in the 'proceedings are papers on starting, adding to, revis-
ing, and improving gifted and talented programs; ways to occupy the
gifted'student;, and educational techniques for the gifted.

6

.k

Norwalk Public Schools, 105 Main Street, Norwalk, CT 06851.

- Academically Talented Program. Program information/materials package.
1977.

A gifted and talented program for 315 students, Grades 3-8. Enumer-
ates screening and identification procedures of students for program
of small group instruction taught by teachers who travel from school
to school. The development of a differentiated curriculum and evalua-
tion techniques are described. Curriculum units in probability (Grade
7), optical illusions (Grade 6), and productive thinking (Grade 6)
are summarized.

Parent Questionnaires for the Academically Talented and Artistically
Talented,

A list of open-ended questiohs for evaluating gifted and talented
programs. Three questions concern academic programs, and five con-
cern art programs.
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*eve Day School and Learni4 Center, 6565 Skyline Boulevard, Hillsborough,
CA 94010. 'Private school. Program materials package; letter. 1977.

Includes 2 books @ $2.50.

The Ecological Theme As a Basis for Individualized Science Exper-
iences (D. J. Alberti; 34 pp.).

Gives 31 projects illustrating the process approach to science teach-
ing, in which the effort is to understand what is happening rather
than mere factual content.

Individualizing Science (D. J. Alberti; 36 pp.).

Presents questions and answers about how to start an individualized
program for science students. Information sheets ate included on
developing a science program for gifted students, ages four through
sixth grade (the age range for &ueva stddents). Tbe science curric-
ulum is activity-centered am!' is based on several National Science
Foundation elememtary science curriculum proiects that incorporate
process skills with mathematics and other academic disciplines.

Oak Harbor Schools, 1260 Midway Boulevard, Oak Harbor, WA 98277.

Challenge Program. Grant application. 1978.

A grant application for state funding to cdntinue an existing program
for the gifted. The population definition includes intellectual and
creative gifts, with emphasis on the intellectual. Identification
was to be made through nomination by teachers, parents, and peers
and through standardized tests, including assessment of the cultur-
ally disadvantaged. The program was to serve 2.47. of the K-6 school-
district population (60 students). Each student vas to spend a full-
class day a week, by grade level, in the Challenge Program classroom,
whiCh was to be housed in a junior high school. Classes were to be

small, and laboratories were available. Staff, which included one
teacher and a project director, had expertise in specialized areas.
Goals included the transfer of skills and other effects back to the
home classroom. Emphasized were science, mathematics, and language.
A mentorship was provided for Grade 6 children.

Ohio Department of Education, Division of SpOial Education, 933 High,
Street, Worthington, OH 43085. Program Standards for SchoolToundation
Units for Gifted Children. Book.,1975. 4 pp.

Ohio guidelines for identifying intelleceuaily-gifted and talented
students. i
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Omak'Public Schools, District Na. 19, Omak, WA 98841. Gifted program.
Program, matetials package. 1978..

No written curriculum is given (1978 was he first year of.the program).
Grades 7 through 12 are,served, but the information reviewed does not
include number -of pupils or.of schools. Included are several projects
and activities for all the gradesin the program, under the headings

, "Science Fiction," "News Media," and."Product Development." Bibli-
ographies and lists of other,materials are also included.

-Onondaga-Madison Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES), 6820
Thompson Road, Syracuse, NY 13211. Onondaga-MadJen EducationaltService
Center for the Gifted and Talented. Information and material& package.
1976.

FundaNby,Title IV-C, the.project is an extension of the services
offered through BOCES. It is an intermediate unit serving 18 school
districts and does not deal directly with students. Products gener-

,'ated throngh,the project include: (1) Identifying theGifted and
Talented--A User's Guide, (2) aa annotated bibliography of deterials
for the gifted and talented, (3) Programming fOr the Gifted and
Talented--A User's Guide,' and (4). Creativities: Assorted Class--

, room Enrichment Activitiei for the Gifted and Talented.

Palo'Alto Uniiied School District, Eldmentary.Education Department,r25
Churchill Avenue; Palo Alto, CA 94306.' Project materials for-the.
gifted. 1977.

Descriptions of the f011owirm units desigaed'for fourth and fifth
graders:. "Elements in a Study of Flight," "Science'Through dooking,"
and "Sciene Experiments You Can .8at."

A

Pennsylvania.Department of'Education, Box 911, Harrisburg, PA 17126:
Pennsylvania Adsociation for Gifted Education. Information/materials
package. 1978 and 1979. -

iF

The kage includes the following: (1) a direcioryof school-
dis riot gifted programs in the state, with coniPlete mailing'addreS-
ses; (2) two articles pe'rtaining to giftea education, by-Jean Farr
for the Pennsylvania ScienCe Association; (3) a sample publication
from the'Pennsylvania Association for Gifted Education, listing
cognitive and eMbtional factors in the family that aidchildren's .

development; and (4 a sumnary Of a Pennsylvania'-court case deter-
" mining t#at a gifted child had }asR be supplied with an educational
pibgram.forothe gifted by heOchool district. A
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Providence School Department, Research, Planning, and Evaluation Division,
150 Washington Street, Providence, RI 02903. Providence Program for
the Gifted. Trogram description... .1978.

The Providence pilot program for 100 academically and creatively
gifted and talented children serves Grades 1-5 at the Edmund W. Flynn
Model Elementary School. Goals of the program are listed. Types of
.programs include special classrooms in regular schools, enrichment
within thd regular classroom, cluster groups in a subject area (non-
graded), and independent study. A description'of the program's second-
year proposed program is also included.

Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of, Department of Education, Science Programs
Office, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico. Proyecto de Atencion-Especial a Estudian-
tes de Ciencias y MatematicaS. Program materials package in Spanish. 1978.

Project for the gifted in one secondary school (Grades 7-12). The
school population includes 105 seventh graders. Materials include
biology content outlines with objectives and evaluation criteria, a
Ilist of behavioral objectives, a curriculum, a syllabus, and a list
of equipment and.materials needed.

Richland gchool District, 615 Snow Avenue, Richland,*WA 99352. Alpha
Program. Information/program materials. 1979.

One-page overview of the Alphi programr student identification, organ-
ization, populatiOn size, and main techniqueS of instruction. Subject
areas are not identified. The federally funded program runs'five '

hours a week for each student. Students are taken out of the regular
classroom and taught by a special feacher. A rwo-page teachers'
observation guide for identifying the gifted is also included.

Snohomish School District No. 201, Administration Office, 1506 Fifth
Stzeet, Snohamish, WA 98290. TREK program. Brief descriptive letter.
1978.

The TREX program for lifted and talented elementarr students has the
following format: sixty gifted students, Grades 1-6, are identified
from

\
five elementary schools by means*of ieacher nomination, achieue-

ment scores, a parent checklist, aftd the Torrance Test of Creative

Thinkingi... The elementary librarian in each school works with small
groups of TREK studelits each day. Each student receives five hours r
of instruction per week. All instruction is aimed at developing
higber 1evels of creative thipking. Total evaluation is based on
teacher evaluations, parent advisory committee assessment, pupil
products, and thinking'skills tests,
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Suffolk County Third Supervisory District, Boird of,Cooperative Educational
Services, 507 Deer Park Road, Dix Hills, NY 11746. Institute for Talented
Youth. Infornation and materials package. 1977.

The Institute, aimed at the secondary'level, is°funded by and serves
12 of the school districts that are served by the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services (BOCES). The Institilte lasted for four weeks in
smnmer, aad each student took one elective for three hours each morning
plus a required humanities series for one hour each morning. Science
courses in 1977 were computer mathemaics and marine biology. Materials
in the Package are an evaluation report; an infornation catalogue;
and A Sense of Life, a magazine of creative writing and photography by
Institute students.

Tennessee State Department of Education, 103 Cordell Hull Building, Nash-
ville, Di 37219. Program for the gifted. InformAion package. 1978.

A collage of various objectives, descriptions of the gifted, identifi-
cation procedures, Tennessee local programs, summaries of types of
curricula for the gifted (differentiating them from regular curricula),
articles on the gifted (including female and culturally differing
students), and references.

Texas Education Agency, Gifted and Talented Students Program, Office of
Educational Programs for Special Populations, 201 East llth Street, Austin,
TX 78701. Materials on the education of the gifted and talented. Infor-
mation package. 1978.

t

Rationale, goals, objectives, alternatives, strategies for instruction,
anrevaluation procedures for state gifted programs. Package includes
a brochure ind State Plans far the Education of the Gifted and Talented
(15 pp.), both from TEA; and a reprint on Texas gifted education,
n'he Gifted, Talented Child," from Texas Outlook, journal of the Texas
State Teachers AsSociation.°

Tucson School Dlstrict, Robert D. Morrow Educkion Center, P.O. Box 4040,
1010 East Tenth Street, Tucson, AZ 85717. Tucson Unified School District
for Gifted and.Talented Education (GATE). Preprinted memo; brochure.
1978-79.

The GATE prOgram has 16 self-contained classrooms ranging from K
through high school. The focus is on horizontal growth rather than
acce1eratima. Students are encouraged to explore many content areas,
media resources, and opportunitie and to pursue topicsin depth.
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Ventuka County Superintendent of Schoold Office, Ventura, CA, and National/

State Leadership Training Institute on the Gifted and Talented (N/S-LTI-G/T).

- 4- A GUIdebook for Evaluating Programs for the Gifted and Talented.

Joseph S. Renzulli. Book (working draft). 1975. 227 pp. $5.50.

Chapters are included on the need for evaluation; models and concepts;
designing an evaluation for a school system,-including all steps and
Practical problems; and selecting and contracting, with an evaluator.
Bibliographies', sample nstruments, an0 a sample contract are also

presented.. The author addresees the booR!to five addiences: (1) those

who must carry out or take responsibility for evaluation, though Pot

professional evaluators, such as local school system persons given the
resiodgibility fdt developing an evaluation;. (2) state department

consultants expected to offer technical assistance in evaluation;

(3) those responsible for selecting an outside evaluator and negoti-

ating a contract; (4) state department policy and decision makers;

and (5) professional evaluators.

The Ldentification of the Gifted and Talented: Ruth A. Martinson.

Book. 1974. 145 pp.

A thorough, lucid examinatiod of many possible forms and questionnaires

for 'use in determining gifted students. A resource for any school

wishing So set up a program for,the gifted.

Providing Programs for the Gifted end,Talented. Sandra N. Kaplan.

Book. 1974. 246 pp.

/1
This handbook.presents information for developing programs for the

gifted and talented, wdrksheets on which.tp apply knowledge-gained,

and models illustrating suCcessful program ideas. .

Wicomico County Board of Education, Gifted and Talented Progrmm, Long

Avenue and Mt.-Hermon Road., Salisbury, HD 21801. Project TAD. Curric-

ulum book. 1977-78. 365 'pp. $5.00.

Book is a curriculum'guide,.locally produc 'by teachers, for Grades

1-6. All curriculum ateas are co-Vered, and there are separate chap-

ters on tiology and physics. Opening chapters address characteristics'

of gifteiand creative children and critical thinking procesdes.
Anotheriaction is entitled "Problems and Possible Solutions of Gifted

Students Within the Regular Classroom."
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APPENDIX F
EXAMPLES OF SCIENCE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM (SIS)

OBJECTIVES AND TOPICS

The Science Instructional System of MCPg is divided into six topics:

Energy
Lab Skills -*Nature of Science
Living Things .

Living Things - Environment
Matter
Universe in Change,.

Approximately 20 instructional objectives are specified for each of
the topics tor each grade level. The following %rile typical examples of
science objectives to which GSP resources are coded.

\, e"

Level 3, Matter 4

Objective: Demonstrate that condensation is a result of water vapor
in the air coming in contact with a cooling surface.

Level 5, Energy

Objective: Describe that any change in motion is caused by unbalanced

forces.

Level 7, Living Thihgs

Objective: Analyze'food to determine the nutrient content.

a



APPENDIX G

RESOURCE CATEGORIES AND EXAMPLES IN THE PRE

*********** COMMUNITY RESOURCES *************
4

1.. Activities - demonstrations, investigations, dr experiments that are
identified and supervised by resource persons and that support selected
topics and objectives.

Example: The student will help a forester conduct an inyentory-of
woodland plants and environmental conditions in a forest environment.

2. Awards and Competitions - recognition earned by developing and pre-
senting a science project or paper.

Example: The student will participate in the Montgomery Area Science
Fair.

3. Courses, Lectures, and Seminars - science programs sponsored by educa-
tional institutions or Organizations.

Example: The student will attend a-health seminar sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health.

4. Libraries - specialized collections of science-related media.
Example: The student will use the MedoWside Nature.,Center Library
under the direction of a naturalist.

5. Mentors - resource persons who discuss by telephOne or in person sci-
ence topics and objectives and might suggest reading material, ideas
for furtherwork, and other resources.

Example: The student will' meet with a scientist from NASA and dis-
cuss the student's interests.

6. Visits -"behind-the-scenes tours not normally available to the public
or,public tours related to science topics and objectives.

10 Example: The student will tour the University of Maryland cyclotron.

********* PUBLISHED MATERLALS *********

1: Career Information - published materials that describe science,or
science-related jobs and careers.

Example: The student mill use the book Veterinary Medicine and
Animal Care Careers to learn about science careers.

2. Project Ideas - published materials that describe science investiga-
tions for use by students on an individual basis or with a resource
person.

Example: 'The -student will use the book Adventures in Electrochem-
istry to develop a science proiect.

4

3. Science Processes - published materials that describe science proce-
dures and skills, such as laboratory techniques;'suggestions for sci-
ence prbblem solving; and the collection, processing, analysis, and
presentation.oCdata.
.Example: The student will use the book How^to Make Your Science
Project Scientific to develop science process skills.
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APPENDIX H

SOURCES OF RESOURCES: COMUNITY RESOURCE DIRECTORIES

Access National Parks: A Guide for Handicapped Visitors. Washington, DC:
National Park Service, 1978.

Describes where obstacles have been eliminated and where they still
exist in U.S: Natpnal Parks. Mey be obtained from the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washidgton, DC 20402 -

(Stock No. 024-005-00691-5).

Citizen's Guide to Services arid 1977 Arinual_Report, Montgomery County
Governnent. Rockville, MD: Montgomery County Government, 1977.

Describes functions and activities of government offices and departments
and their responsibilities. Also provides telephone numbers and infor-
mation about specific services available.

Directory of Commmnity Resources. Montgomery County, MD: Information and
Referral Center, 1979.

Annotated descriptions of community resources available to Montgomery
County citizens.

Directory of the Joint Board on Science and Engineering Education--'78-79.
Bethesda, MD: Washington Atademy 'of Sciences, 1979.

Listing of seco dary schooLcantct members fot projects and programs
in the g ter ashington, DC, area. Grants, tours, and science fairs
are described.

Environmental Education Resource Guide. Rockville, MD: Montgomery County
Public Schools, Division of Physical Health, Driver and Environment
Education, 1978.

411,

For teachers who wish to supplement regular programs with environMental
studies. Includes resource lists'for field trips, newsletteis, bibli-
ograghies,,and human resourcee. .r

The Green Press. Chevy Chase, MD: Audubon Naturalist Soc4.ety, 1980.

Directory of environmental education resources in and around the Mont-
gomery County, MD, area.



APPENDIX H (CONTINUED)

Learning Outside the School. Rockville, MD: Montgomery County Public

Schools, 1975.

ProvideS data about agencies and possible locations for field trips in
the greater Washington area. Shows how visits.can,be correlated with
MCPS curriculum.

'Maryland Children's Guide. Baitimore, MD: Urban Affairs Publishing Co.,
1977:

Lists 365 places and events for children and adults, including, among
. others, tours, science,*theater, education, and recreation.

Maryland Guide. Michael M. Reynolds. Adelphi, MD: Research & Reference
Publications, Inc., 1976.

Provides infornation and directory listings for numerous publications
and topics including associations, agripulture, education, genealogy,
history, medicine, natural resources, sciences, and transportation.
Some references identify resources for field trips.

Rainbow Directory of Agencies and Organizations in Montgomery County,

Maryland. Rockville, MD: Montgomery United Way, 1978.

, Names, addresses, and executives of Montgomery County agencies; busi-

nesses; civic groups; political, veterans', seniors', and men's and'
women's organizations, centers, and associations.

, Resources Directory of Handicapped Scientists. J.A. Owens, M.R. Redden,

and J.W. Brown. Washington, DC: American Association lor the Advance-

ment of Science, 1979.

Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of handicapped scientists.. In

,
addition, their scientific disciplines, degrees in field, the nature'of
their handicaps, and a coded list of areas of expertise and consulting

interestsare gnumerated. Organized by geographic location.
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APPENDIX H (CONTINUED)

Science in the Maryland Marketplace. Annapolis, MD: Department of
Economic and, Commer,cial Development, 1978-79.

Describes Maryland research, development and science-oriented firms,
state and federal research and development activities, universities,
professional organizations, and information sources.

Women Scientists Roster. I.R.,Weiss and C. Place. Washington, DC:
National Scl.ence Teachers Association, 1979. Publication No. 471-14762.

Directory developed as a part of the National Science Foundation's
Visiting Women's Sciefitists Program; provides mailing addresses,
specific fields of.expertise, racial or ethnic background, 1978
employment backgr!And, and highest academic degree attained. Geo
graphically organized by zip codes.
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APPENDIX I
SPEAKERS' BUREAUS

oitik

PUBLISHED LIST AVAILABLE

Applied PhIsics Laboratory Speak-
ers' Bureau

Mrs. Jeanne Von Schultz, External
Relations Office
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21218
PHONE: (301) 792-7800

(301) 953-7100

Audubon Naturalist Society Speak-
ers' Bureau

8940 Jones Mill Rd., NW
Washington, D.C. 20015

PHONE: 652-9188

Brookside Gardens
1400 Glenallen Ave.
Wheaton, MD ,20902
PHONE: 949-8230

C & P Telephone Company
Wheaton Plaza Office Building
Wheaton; MD 20902
PHONE: 468-3418

Montgomery College Speakers'
Bureau

Public Information Office
Attention: Program Chairman
Montgomery College
Rockville, MD 20850
PHONE: 762-6088 ext. 313

Montgomery General Hospital
18101 Prince Phillips Dr.
Olney, MD 20832
PHONE: 774-7800

National Institutes of Health
Special Events Clinical
Center
Attention: Linda Truit or
Debbie Trower
900 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20205

PHONE: 496-3475

-63-

PEPCO Educational Services Program
for Schools (list available to teach-
ers only)
Jill Downs
1900 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Room 520
Washington, DC 20068
PHONE: 872-3570

PEPCO Speakers' Bureau
Jill Downs
1900 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Room 520
Washington, DC 20068
PHONE: 872-3570

Suburban Hospital Speakers' Bureau
Public Relations Department
8600 Old Georgetown Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20014

PHONE: 530-2580

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Visitors Center
Building 186, BARC-East
USDA Research Center
Beltsville, MD 20705
PHONE: 344-2483

Vitro Laboratories Division
Automation Industries Inc., Speak-
ers' Bureau
Ruth Schneider
14000 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 2Q910

PHONE: 871-7200

Washington Hospital Center Speakers'
Bureau

110 Irving St., NW
Washington, DC 20010
PHONE: 541-6301



APPENDIX I (CONTINUED)

NO. PUBLISHED LIST AVAILABLE.

American Association for the Advancement of Science
) Dr. Arthur Livermore

1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036

PHONE: 467-4464

The American University News Bureau
Ms. Jody Golden
The American University
Lett's Hall Basement
Washington, DC 20016

PHONE: 686-2100

Association for Computing Machinery
Washington, DC Chapter
Ms. L. Gioconda, Chairperson, Speakers" Bureau
P.O. Box 6228
Washington, DC 20015

Montgomery County Animal Shelter
Humane Education Difector
1420 Gude Dr.
Rockville, MD 20850

PHONE: 279-7560

National Bureau of Standards
Mary Reyner, Community Outreach Coordinator
Gaithersburg, MD 20234

PHONE: 921-2721.

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Mr. Earl N. Gray, Community Relations
White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, MD 20910

PHONE: 394-3865

University of Maryland Speakers' Bureau
Mrs. Jean Greenwald
Main Administration Bldg., Room 2119
College Park, MD 20740

PHONE:. 454-5777
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APPENDIX J
INFORMATION SHEET FOR COMMUNITY RESOURCE PERSONS

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

Department 01 Instructional Planninend Development
850 Hungerford Drive Rockville. aryland 20850

THephone (10 27031(X)

Thank you for your recent conversation with one of our staff members. A copy of

our project sunmary is enclosed. Also enclosed is a list of science objectives

for you to review. Please examine them and determine whether you are able to

support one or more of them.

Your participation in the project may take one or more of the following four forms.

1. Activity. Activities are identified by you which will support selected

topics or objectives. This activity is briefly described in the Project

Resource File. The student meets with you and completes the activity.

2. Ca:4 Information. An informal appointment is arranged between you and

the student. This appointment may be in person or by telephone. During this

meeting information regarding careers in your field is discussed.

3. Mentor. An informal appointment is arranged between you and the student.

This appointment may be in person or by telephone. During.this meeting

selected topics and objectives.are discussed. Additional resources, reading

material, or ideas for further work might be suggested. As a result of this

meeting, the student might complete an activity at home or under your supervision.

4. Visit. The student meets with you and receives a tour of a science or

science-related facility. This might be a behind-the-scenes tour to observe

activiti s or procedures not normally available to the public or part of a

public t ur. Selected topics and objectives are related to the tour by you

or your d signate.

A staff member will call you to discuss further your participation in the project

and to answer any questions.

We appreciate,your consideration and interest in our project.

JPT:pf

Enclosures

Sincerely,I

John R. Pancella
Coordinator, Secondary Science

'and Project Director

-65- cJ !
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APPENDIX

METHODS OF ENLISTING SUPPORT FOR THE GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

GSP staff gave presentations describing the prpject to the followingl

Goddard Space Flight Center
MCPS Retired Teachers Association
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Naval Surface Weapons Center

News releases about the GSP were sent to the following for inclusion in
newsletters:

Association for the Development and Advancement of Black Students and
Engineers

Audubon Naturalist Society

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
General Electric Corporation
MCPS Retired Teachers Association
Metropolitan Washington MENSA

GSP staff sent information about the project to the following for depart-
mental discussions:

Bechtel Corporation
General Electric Corporation
IBM Corporation
Litton Bionetics
MCPS Science Resource teachers
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

University of Maryland Chemistry Department

Information for posters were sent ta'the following:

Goddard Space Flight Center
Naval Facilities Engineering Command

-66-
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Dear

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT
Department of Instructional Planning and Development

850 Hungerford Drive Rockville, Maryland 20850
TelephOneI30 I/ 279 3S(X)

APPENDIX L

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION LETTER

The Montgomery County Public Schools has a federally funded project for
identifying science resources for gif ted students. We are. seeEing your
assistance in locating potential science mentors who represent female
and/or minority groups. A copy of our project summary is enclosed.

We would appreciate your suggestions on ways in which your organization
might work with us. Your recommendations for additional steps in locating
female/minority resources would be appreciated. Please call or wrAte the
proja. office if you are able to help or if you need further information.

JER : ky

Enclosure

Sincerely,

John R. Pancella,
Coordinator, Secondary Scinece

and Projdct Director

-67--
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TOP/C: MATEER

APPENDIX M

EXAMPLE OF PRF PUBLISHED MATERIALS SHEET

CATEGORY: PROJECT IDEAS- \

t.

-cc

TITLE: DUP AND °SAUC'ER CHEMiSTRY
,

AUTHOR.: NATHAN SHALIT

"

.
PUBLISHER: GROSSET AND DUNLAP

COPYRIGHT i .1972
;

PRICE: $2..95. (93 PAGES, PAPER)

SBN NIMBER: 0448=11690-1

SPECIAL .

.

IiIpTRUCTIONI SOME 'OF THE. SUGGESTED'ACTIVITIES RF.QUIRE THE USE. OF

CHEMICALS, OTHER MATERiALS; OR PROCEDURES WHICH. SHOULD

BE SUPERVISED BY A QUALIFIED'ADULT1'.

riEsc:luamaN: CHEMI STRY I NVESTIGAfI ONS' THAT USE COMMON HOUSEHOLD

SUPPLIES ARE'DESCRIBED AN15.'r1LLUSTRiTED, THE INVESTIGA-

. TIONS A*.VARIED' AND RANGE FROM ACIDS ANDA BASES TO .

FAECIPITATES AND :SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

1

A

. .

I. .1 LI')

-68- '
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APPENDIX. N

GIFTED'S,CIENCE PROJECT OBJECTIVES.

. Gifted Science Project
A Supplementary Education SerVic

t,'for. .

Gifted Students and..Their Teachers-Science
ESEA, Title IV, Part C

'Developmental°,

. .

The resource categories related to educationior die gifted available
to MCPS will be identified.

.

2. Th bank of basic and supplementary instructional.objectives for the
scieficecurriculum will be completed for Grades 1-8.

,

3. The resoUrces available in each category will be ,identified ana cross-,
referenced rb the bank of bastic objectives for the science curriculum.

4. The identified'resourses will be, placed into a microfiChe retrieval
system.

$. A staff in7service training prograia 11 be developed anli
\

64 The sgstem for retrieving the resourceks ill be instal ed in tlp
tral media center pnd 16 local school media centers..

istered.

7. The t out of-the project will be completed.
1

8. The de gh bor a sys:temwide organization, adminiStration, apd diss
iaatio of servicPs wi be completed. , -

f

9. Sample project material will be prepared,for dila4emination-to intefL--'
ested persons and the project will be publiCized statelkde and-nation-ally.- -

k4
A

-69-
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Evaluative

APPENDIX N (CONTINUED)

10. The history of utilization of identifiedresources prior to thdonset
of the prOject will be'compiled to establish the data base.

11. The utilization study for the 1979 calendar year will be
completed.

12. The quality of each resource or activity will be evaluated by the
users.

6

13. Student, teacher and.mentor satisfaction with the administration and
services provided by the project will be evaluated.

14. The asSessment 4.program effectiveness during the.first projec; year.
_will be completed. a

15. Required revisions'to the prOject4activities Will'be identified.

16. The bank of basic instructional objectives and enrichment objectives'
for gifted and talented students will be revised as indicated from
tHe project evaluation efforts.

17. The rsçe retrieval system will be modified as indicated from the
project e1fa.uation efforts.

.,I8. A cOst-effectiveneSs.stud7 of utilization vial be completed.

O.*

,

. r

t,

4
#
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APPENDIX 0

LETTERS AND REPORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRi

ADDING A NEW RESOURCE TO THE PRF IN THE

ACTIVITY, CAREER INFORMATION (PERSON),

t

I. Initial contact
A. Describe the ftoject.

B. Determine interest'

C. Describe need'and use of PRF by teachers

D. Describe appropriate resource-ategoriea .

E. .Determine spience topics or interest areas of

F. 'Obtain maifing address

RESOURCE CATEGORiES:-
MENTOR; AND VISIT

resource person

II: Initial wTitten aommnnication

A. Select appropriate objectivetfor resource persdn's

B. Prepare package fordirector's signature
,l. Cover letter (informatiohand objectives)

'2. List of SIS objectives suggested foi. the resource persqn

to support,
3. Project Summary r

4. Two carbons of cover letter and qbjectives list

C. Distribute packet
1. Original set to resource perpon

2. 1 carbon set to reading file

3. 1 carbon set to resource entries file (file labeled and,

cross-referenceq)

.

consideration

Follow-up contact (telephone"or in,person)

A. Determine resource categoty(ies) for participation

B Determine trade levels-and objectives desired to support

C. Obtain contact information and participation details

1. Name
2. . Job titleor other professioital:title

3. Mailing address, ;

4. Telephone
5. Hours kor teacher contact

!

6. Contact procedures
7. SpeciaLconsiderations (e.g., contact if differentddress \'
/ from mailing address, handicap restrictions, unusual arrange-

;

t

ments, alternate contact procedures)

".

1`

e-
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AFTEVDIX 0 (CONTINUED)
LETTERS AWD REPORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRF-

IV. Followup wri:tten communication
A. Compose resouFce description sheet

1. Obtain team editing and.approval
2. Obtain director's editing and approval.

B. Finaltype description, sheet us'ing"Tech tIt ibbon and Xerox two
copieS r

C. Update objectives list
D. Prepare package for director's sigaature

1. Cover letter (confirmation of participation)
2. List of SIS objectives confirmed that the resource

person win support.
3: 'N'yo copies of resource information sheet

a. Stpped "Return to Gifted' Science Project Office"
b. Unstamped

4. RESbURCE SURVEY, if appropriate (stamted "Return to Gifted
Science'Project Office")

5. Franked return enveloPe
6. INFORMATION FOR A RESOURCDPERSON
7. Two carbons of cover letter and objectives list.

E. Distribut'e packet,,
1. 'Origtaal set to resdurce person
2. 1 carbonset to reading file
3. 1 caiton set to resource entriee file

V. Entry into PRF
A. Make.corrections to original information sheet based'on returned

sheet 4

B. File returned information sheet and resource survey in:evaluation
file

C. Xerox required number of'copies
D. Add number to the top of each copy
E. File original information sheet with PRF originals'

a



APPENDIX 0 (CONTINUED). 1

LETTER AN.%,ZIEPORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRE
(For iniuial contatOt when meeting with 'groups) ,

JOHN-R. PANCELLA. ED D.

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT Protect Director 47
DAVID D DCBOIS, PH 0

Dep*rtment of instructional Plannirig and Development Evaluation SpeCialist
SSO ljungerford Dnve Rockville. Maryland 20850 MICHAEL E hoWSOtio

.1' Telephone (301) 279-3500 Media Spechtlist
1

GERARD F CONSCEGRA
Science Speciahst

Ile p'vpose Of this questionnaire is to obtain information regarding the

type of participation you would like to assume.'

Nan le

Business Address

Positton

I (I

Work Phone, Home Phone (Optional)

. S4plence speciality, training, or interest:.

Grade lavel(s) preferred:

9

,

.

. .

-tripe of paAicipatiot-desired: d ,

,

'Vt .

'Limitaftons St restrictions:

;

'Concerns, questions, for suggestions:
. .

v.!

t
. . .*

p
,

*we aPpreciate your Interest in our .project and the educatioxiiii experiences of
1 .

gif tAd scitence students.' You will be contacted in the neat' future.
- V

.
:,

.

7/79 ,
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CONFERENCE REPORT

Name:

Job.Title:

A _b
Telephon,e: . WORK HOME

INTERVIEWER.:

,Method and time
of contact:

.Agency:

Address:

DATE:

Science
specialities: A

4.1

Age/irade levels: Restrictions:

Willing to interview with'a student to
determine m /utual areas of interest, / YES //NO

Prerequisite skills:

Notes: (MGPS Topics)

COMMENT:, g M
(D NJ

Limiting.Factors' o" 4
.P:1

H 0
A

ID I W
t-ti 0

. -0
. 'Physical,considerations 0

rt (13
/. 0 0 MCost/fdest . o CI

NJ 0Transportation
R

H
, I

-....1
Parkingi

. 8 M
n

-P- Lunch facilities. P.1

e m a ....

ield cohsiderations
c

o M 8ci. .1..

Lab, safety, and tire regulations g r8 4
.

Protective, equipment and clothing ° m 0-

.
oll_tac Iertses:*. 0 0 M til).

Allergies m
t--. m H

Insurance d.
,...

o 0
, . -0 0

CD 0

Follow-up plans:

t

r°

I
?t

'i-T Check here when post-confdrence letterlias been mailcd.

m
'Requi'ied guidelines ,

Equal opportunity
.

Hahdicappedlacilitiese

Other considerations

; FINAL 11/29/7-7
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APPENDIX Cf (CONTINUED)

LETTERS AND REPORTS USED TO ADD/RESOURCES TO THE PRY .--

(TO suggest SIS objectives the resource perpon could support)

Objective

3 Identify distinguishing characteristics of different classes of

animals. .

3 Identify plants and animals in a community that art dependent upon

- one another.

3 Identify that environngntal factors influence plant and animal

growth.
. .,. . .

Identify that egch organism in a food chain performs a distinct role.

5 Describe energy interdependence among living things in their

environment.

5. fdentify primary'and secondary. Consumers, producers,.and decom-

posers within,a food chain.

Explain bhavio,inQgañisms tn terms of ,stimuli and response.

7 Construct a food web that shows the food relationship in a
commdnity-

,

0.



APPENDIX 0 (CONTINUED)
LETTERS AND REPORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRF

(To confirm participation)
GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT

Department of Instructional Planning and Development
8150 Hungedom CWlve Rockville, Maryland 20850

TeiephOne (30112743500

it

We want to thank you far consenting to serve as one of our project resources.

'A copsT, of INFORMATION FOR A PROJECT RESOURCE PERSON is enclosed.- ,This is to fhrther
acquaint you with thi Gifted Science Project' objectives4and prOcechlres. Please keep
this information sheet for future reference.

Also enclosed' are the kist of objectives/ that you have agreed to support and two
aiiiies of the information sheat(s) which show how your contribution will 'be ,described
to the 16 schools in our tryout study. One coiy is for your files and the- other is to
be reviewed and returned to us: Please read the information sheet (s) and make your
corrections, if any. If- there Are no correctIons, Verify this for us by writing

6 your initths at the' top of the sheet(s).
-

In order to5 satisfy our obligation to evaluate the project, we need some additional,
information. Enclosed is a RESOURCE SURVEY to describe the services you provided
to gifted science students pridr to the project tryout. Please complete this report
to help us meet the obj ectives for our federal-state .grant.

Ude the enclosed stamped envelope to, return the accepted . or corrected information
sheet (s) and the RESOURCE, SURVEY..

We are ,asking. that yoUr inilormation reach=us within two freefs of yonr receipt of
letter. If yoti'have any questions, on this, or quedtions or concerns about

your. participatl'oft, please call' us at 279-3500.

Thank you for helping...to support ,(31.1r. project. 'Thur contribution is imvortant to us.

JRP/p

Enclosures -76-

Sincerely,

"It

John R. Pangella

Coordinator, Secondary Science
and 'Project" Directq

( I

Esan Time IVC. A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATION SERVICEFOR GIFTEb mowers ANDTHEIR TEACHERS SCIENCE
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APPENDIX 0 (CONTINUED)

LETTERS AND WORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRF

(First resoui.ce person information sheet)
INFORMATION FOR A PROJECT RESOURCE PERSON

Purpose of the Project'

The Gifted Science Project is federally funded under ESEA, Title IV.-C for the identification of

resources for individual gifted science students, Grades 3-8, and their teachers.

Objectives

.The objectives of the project are to ideiltify science resources for gifted students and to provpie

individual gifted students an opportunity for in-depth exploration. The project's emphases are on

the identification and acquieitio existing resources-nether than the development of new materials.

Pilot Schools

The system will be installed on a trial basis in the 16 schools in Montgommry County listed below.

The projett grade leve4 for each school are enclosed in parentheses.

Montgomery County Public Schools

Argyle Junior High School, -

Benjamin Banneker Junior High School

Beverly Foirms Elementary School,-

Cashell Elementary School
Cresthaven Elementary School
Germantown Elementary School

flt
Giosvenor Elementary School
Mill Creek Towne Elementary Tchool

(7-8)

(748)

(3-6)
(3-6)

(3-6)

(3-6)

(3-6)

Montgomery County Catholic School

Little 'Flower Elementary School (3-8)

Piney Branch Elementary School
Potomac Elementary School
Ridgeview Junior High School
Tilden Junior High School
Westbrook Elementary School
Western Junior High School
Whetstone Elementary School

(4-6)

(3-6)

(7-8)

(7-8)

(3-6)

(7-8)

(3-6)

e
. .

Proceduref for Contacting a Resburce Person
,

C ,

,

The teacher will select a resource from the Project Resource F le and will discuss the possibility of

i
using the resource with the parent(s) and student. If mutual nterest exists, the teacher will

telephone the resource person. .The teacher will IdaRtify his/ er schdOl and the student's grade. If

the resource person can help the studmit, tentative arrangements will be made. The teacher will speak

with the garent(s) and student regarding the arrangements. Initial contact between the student and

the resource person could be by telephone or in person.

P

Irregular Requests .

-
The project staff wants to monitor the use of project resources. Project resource persons are'

requested to call the project stiff at 279-3500 and describe any irregular request or questionable

uses of the'resource person's agreement to participate in the prOject.
C

Specifically, these irregularities,might include:

, .

4
1. A procedure by a teacher or student which

,

2. A request from a non-pilot school teacher or ftom a pilot school teacher for a student in

a,grade other than those listed in the Project Resource File.

3. A request for assistance which is inconsistntlwitil the resource person's commitment as it

currently appears in the Project Resource File.

A
Feedback From a Resource Person

After the resource Fuison helps a student, the resource person will receive a RLSOURCE'PERSON-

ikEDEACK REPORT. This report will provide the project staff with information on lhe student's
science experiences while he/she worked with the.resource person. A stamped addressed envelope will '

be-provided for returning tlae completed report.

is inconsistent with the procedures described
'

Asailitance From the Project Staff

Resource persons are invited to call the project staff at any time between 8:30 a.m. and 5J00 p.m. ofor

answers to questions and for additional information or assistance. The phOne number is 279-3500.

-77-
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APPENDIX 0 (CONTINUED)

LETTERS AND REPORTS USED TO ADD RESOURCES TO THE PRF
(Revised tesource.perion inprmation sheet)

INFORMATION FOR 'A PROJECT RESOURCE PERSON

PurObse of the Project

The Gifted Science Project was federally funded under ESEA, Title IV-C from
1977 to 1980 for the identification of resources for individual gifted science
Students, Grades 3-8, and their teachers. The project*was installed on a
trial basis La 16 schools La Montgomery County.

Obj ectives

The objectives of the project were to identify science resources for gifted
. students and to provide individual gifted students an opportunity for in-depth
exploration. The product was a resource file for-the idenEification and use
of existing resources rather thanrhe development of new curricular materials%
The product was prepared for countywide implementation in September 1980.

Procedures Teachers Will Use to Contact a Resource Person

The teacher will selvt a resource from the Project Resource File and will
discuss the possibility of using the resource with the parent(s) and student.
If interest exists, the teacher will telephone the resource person. The
teacher will identify his/her school, the student's grade, and the student's ,

interest. If the resOurce person can help the student, tentatiVe arrangements
will be made. The teacher will speak with the parent(s) and student regarding
the arrangemens. Initial contact between the student and the resource person '

could be by telephone or in person.

Irregular Requests

Project resourCe persons are requested to call the project staff aE 279-3500
and describe any irregular request or questionable use of the resource person's
agreement to participate in the'project. The following are some examples of
irregularities.

1: A procedure by a teacher or student which is idconsistent
with the procedures described.

12/79

2. A rawest for a student in' a grade other: than those listed
La the Project Resource File.

3. A request for assistance which is inconsistent:with the
resource person's commitment as it- currently appears in
the Project Resource File.

4

'
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mum: 'APPENDIX P

EXAMPLE d PRF CbMMUNITY RESOURCE SHEET

Lt SKILLS 7 NATURE OF SCIENCE,,MATTERTOPIC:

CM=ORY: MENTORS

A

CONTACT: MR.

STRUCTURAL LNGINEER'

ADINMS: DAVID W. TAYLOR:NAVAL SHIP,RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT CEf4TER

SUBMARINE STRUCTURES,'CODE 1720.1

BETHESDA,. MD 20084

TELUSONE: '(OFFICE)

(HOME)

HOURS: '6130 AM TO 3:00 P1v11. WEEKDAYS ,(OFFICE)

4:00 -PM TO. 9:00 PM,, WEEKDAYS, (HOME)

.

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS:

CALL WORK, DISCUSS THE STUDENT'S INTERESTS, AND

ARRANGE A STUDENT APPOINTMENT AT A SITE HE DESIGNATES,

MR, _____,REFERS TO0MEET AT THE STUDENT'S NOAE, HE WILL

TRAVEL TO HOMES IN MCPS AREAS 3 AND 4, PROVIDED THEY ARE

WITHIN A REASONABLE DISTANCE OF HIS HOME IN ROCKVILLE.

IF HE CANNQT BE REACHED, LEAVE A MESSAGE OR CALL HIM AT

HOME, IT WILL BE HELPFUL TO SUGGEST TIMES WHEN YOU CAN

BE REACHED, .{

40,

pESCRIPTION: MRS WILL MEET WITH THE STUDENT TO DISCUSS CHEMISTRY

TOPICS RELATED TO THE STUDY OF METALS, Hr WILL PROVIDE

INFORMATION AND, IF A.PPROPRIAtE, SUGGEST READINGS, ACTIVITIES

=4
fo CARRY OUT AT HOME, OR OTHER RESOURCES TO PURSUE, MR.

MIGHT CONDUCT A DEMONSTRATION FOR THE STUDENT,AND/OR PROVIDE

A TOUR OF FACILITIES AT THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,

.4MR. IS TRAINED IN METALLURGY, HIS WORK INVOLVES

-DESIGNING AND'DETERMINING THE USE.OF MATERIALS RELATED TO

DEEP-SEA SUBMERSION%
-80- 0 -1



GIFTED SCIENCE 'PROJECT
Department of Instructional Planning and Development

MONTdOMERY COUNTy PUBLICSCHOOLS
Rockville, Maryland

October 1, 1979

APPENDIX Q
MEMORANDUM IDENTIFYING TASKS GSP STF WOULD

DO IN SCHOOLS TO ENCOURAGE USE OF PRF

MEMORANDUM

To:

From: John R. Pancella, Coordinator, Secondary Science
aad,Project Director, Gifted Science Project, 279-3

Subject: Continuation cl the Gifted Science Project Tryout

Last spring your school helped us begia the tryout of the Gifted Science
Project. WerIppreciated your cooperation and assistance and look forward
to your continued participation this year. We anticipate that the tryout
schools will make greater use of the ravised and'expanded version of the
Project Resource File.

The tryout priod will end in January 1980. We are encouraging 4s much
usi as possible of the Project Resource File and proje t staff so we may
meet the obligation of our development grant. We u e schbols to make
maximum ude of the resources we havelidentified 1r individual gifted
students. The project staff members are iavit g/teachers p,call for.
any assistance they wish. In order to make iX easier.for teachers to
use the Project Resource File, the staff wi asslst teachers to do the -

following.

I. Interview a student to determine his/her interest. .

2. Match the student interest with a topic, resource
category, and resotircb ia the Project Resource File.

3. Arrange for the possible -use of the resource.

4. Complete the evaluation reports and other records when
the Project Resource File is used.

In:addition to the above, the project staff will be available for staff
in-service training and teacher consultations. They will work clos4y
with the media center staff who will hava the Project Resource FileAn
'your school and the supply of materials that accompanies it.

-81-- ,
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-2-

In the next few days, the staff will contact yout-school to arrange for
the delivery of these materials.

1. Revised Project Resource File.
Since last spring the project staff has considerably expanded
the number of resources in the file. All topics and objectives
in the,Program of Studies for Grades .3-8 are represented. A
'microfiche set of the resource,file, will be left in each school's
media center foir the entire school yeir 1979-80. Although the
tryout peiiod will end ia 'January 1980, the file,will be left
for schoOl use until.the end of the school year.

4.

NUMBER OF RESOURCES IN fie PROJECT RESOURCE FILE

First Edition Second Edition
Resource Categories February 1979 'September 1979

Activities 16 60

Awards and Competitions 0 1 0

Career Information 1 63

Courses, Lectures,
Seminars 3 . 8

Libraries 2 6

Mentors 41 92

Project Ideas 24 142

Science Processes 9 41

Visits 1 14

TOTALS (Grades 3-8) 102 427

2 . Supply of report forms, mailing envelopes and ia-service manuals.
These will bt left in each media center for teacher use. The ssie
in-service manual used.last spring will be used this.fall. A new
manual is being,printed and as soon as coptes are ready the
project staff WIll exchange then for the old copies.

3. Books and media ptirchased for your school.

LaSt spring two bibliographies were prepared for_your staff to select
about $300.00 of books and media described in the Project Resource
File. With some exceptions, such as "out-of-print" items,-these
materials have ,be#n obtained and will be brought to your school.

-82-
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Library catdS for all appropriate Items are included. A "packing"

sap in each box will identify the firss and second priorities -

that your staff identified for us to purchase (shown as "1" or "2"

on the/list), show the books'that have been purchased (purchased

items/ere circled), andlndicate those that are not available. We
do not anticipate any additional project funds for school purchases
at this time. However, we will keep you informed,if this changes.'

Copies of the revised bibliographies are attached po this
memorandum. All changes in-availability, price, and other
bibliographic information are on these revised lists.

4. Fre4terials.
We.have been able to collect for each tiyout school ten free
materials identified in the Project Resource Tile. A,list of these

is attached. A set will be delivered when the project staff visits

your school. As other free materials are obtained, they will be
sent to your media specialist'.

Your area staff will be kept inforl of our project's activities and
progress, and they will also receiv the Project Resource File microfiche and

in-service manual. They wilile--he invited to become involved as much as they

wish.during the tryout ia order to be familiar with the resource file when
it is made available couatywide ia September 1980.

Mr. Gerard Consuegra and Mr. Michael Lawson of the project staff will
continue to work with the tryoUt'schools. Dr. David Dubois left the project

to accept a fellowship at George WeshingtOn University. We expect to fill

the vacant evaluation specialist position in the very near future. That'

person's primary function will be to collect and process the evaluation data.
All three staff members will assist teachers in, using the Project Resource .

File.

We look forward to workiag with you and your staff this year, and we hope
that together ve can help large numbers of individual gifted science

students.

JRP:tb

,.Attachments

Copy to:



APPENDIX R.
EXAMPLE OF' PRP INDEX SHEET

INDEX-
,

GRADE 3 -- ENER6Y

COMMUN/TY RESOURCES
'

RESOURCE
CATEGORIES

ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

MRo SEGAL

MR o SEGAL

SYNOPSES

BUILD ELECTROMAGNEVS

INVEST/GATE THE EOFECTS oF AIR

MOVEMENT

FICHE/PAGE

1/18

1/18

AWARDS AND ms PROCTER 4-H PROGRAM . 1/22
COMPETITIONS

I
COURSES, LECTURES,

AND SEMINARS '

SMITNSON/AN RES/DENT

ASSOCIATE PROGRAM

SCIERC,E1/ENTED COURSES 1/28

LIBRAR I ES MISS SCOTT AEROSPACi LIBRARY

MENTORS.

,
DRo ACKERMAN, compurERs, ELECTRON/CS PHYSIOLOGY

' 1/36
DO W. DAVIS PHYSICS, ASTRONCMY 1/52
D. DIXON PHYSICS 1/54
DR. EVANS PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY 1/61
MR. GRAY PHYSICAL SCIENCE..COMPUTERS

. 1/71
DR . LAYMAN

1

OPTICS . 1/80
MR. MACIOMOWSKI

DR. POTTER

,

PHYSI,CS, ASTRONOMY

RADIOLOGY
1/84

1/101
MR. SAUNDERS AERONAUTICS .1/106
DR. SAYRE, JR. ENGINEERING 1/107
DR. SCHANZLE AEROKUITICS, ASTRONOMY 1/108
MR. SEGAL ELECTRON/CS 1/111
MR5. SNYDER GENERAL SCIENCE, HISTORY OF SCIENCE 1/118
MRS. THOMPSON AERONAUTjCS, ASTRONOMY 1/120
Ma..VENcErn ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS 1/125
DR. WILLIAMS PHYSICAL SCIENCES 1/132

V/SITS Non

-84-
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APPENDIX S.

MEMORANDUM TO PRINCIPALS ABOUT STUDENT PARTItIPNIION

To:

GIFTED SCIENCE PROJECT
Department of Instructional Planning and Development

850 I-tungerford Drive Rockville. Maryland 20850
Telephone (30 1 ) 270-

June 6, 1980,

Principals, Gifted Science Project Tryout Schools,4979-1980

From: John R. Pancelka, Coordinator, Secondary Science and Project

,Subject: Sharing Information on Student Participation in the Gifted S ro ect

FOr each student who used the Project Resource File during the tryout Pefiod,
1979-1980, it may be-useful to include a copy of this memorandum, which describes
the Gifted Science ProjeC, with the information on their participation. This

information, located in the project STUDENT ENVELOPES left with your staff, may
be worth.sharing with each student's teacher(s) next year. Please use your
judgment in deciding what information should be shared and how this can be done.

If you Or. your staff have any questions, please,call the project office at 279-3500
or me at 279-3421.

PROJECT'SUMMARY

Purpose
k

The Gifted Science Project was federally,funded under ESEA, Title IV-C, for the
identification of resources for individual gifted science students, Grades 3-8,
and their teachers.

The resources are matched with topics in the Montgomexy County Public Schools
(MCPS) Program of Studies. They include.information onscientists, scientific
agencies and laboratori,es, print and nonprint materials, and special activities
such as science awards, cothpetitions, an4 fairs. The resources have been categorized
and placed in a resource file.

The file makes all the resources readily available to an individual,gifted student
through his/her teachers. Thus the student has an opportunity for in-depth explor-
ation in areas of his/her interdst.

A

Project Activities

The project wap funded for three years. During the first year, 1977-78, the staff
collected, organized, and classified science resources. The educational activities
offered by these resources were correlated with MCPS science instructional objectives,
and the resource file was put on microfiche, a form of microfilm. During the second
year, 1978-79, the midrofiche system was installed on a trial basis in 15 public .
schools and one Catholic school. The project staff helped_students and teachers use

the system and resource file. Evaluation studies were conducted, and the data were,
used.to revise the project materials and services.

At the conclusion oUthe third year of the project, 1979-80, the materials wtre made
available countywide. Sample project materials were prepared for dissemination to
interested persons outside' MCPS, and the project was publicized statewide and
nationally.

f I

ESEA TITLE IVC. A SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATION SERVICE FOR GIFTED STUDENTS AND THEIR TEACHERS SCIENCE



APPENDIX,T

Division of Academip.,9011s:
DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL-PUWING ARD.DEVELO NT

MONTGOMERY COLINI'Y ?usticSCHOOLS
Rockviy; Marylapti

1979-80

Dr. John R. Pancella
Coordinator, Secondary Science
279-3421

2

Programs foi Accelerated and Motivated
Secondary Science Students

Month Grade' Cost To
Announced Activity, Level Student

October Georgetown University spience Symposium 12
Invited student research papers

October Junior Science and Humanities Symposium, Maryland 12
Acaden7 of Sciences

Invited student research papers

October National Engineering Aptitude Search, Junior
Engineering Technical Society 12 Yes
Test score for record

October Science Talent Search, Science Service and 12
Westinghouse

. Independent research report for scholars hip
competition and.invitation to localscience
talent seArch programs

October Student Research Fellowship Program, Montgomery
County Public!, Schools and Montgomery County Heart
Association

$150 4tipend and summer research lab placement

December

December

Earthwttth Scholarship Program

9-12

Ages Yes
Scientific field research expeditions* 16-23

Montgomery Area Science Fair
Certificates, cash, and other awards; senior

division dinners to International Science, Fair

- 7-12'

DecemVer Student Conservation Association, Charlestown, N.H. Age 16
Volunteer work groups, conservation and park by Aug.
service

January N tional Explorers Scolarship Program
Student applications judged by Maryland State
epartment of Education

January' National Student Science Codpetition, National
Consortium for Black Professional Development

Sclence fair for cash and other awards

. 86

* 10-12

Yes

7-12 Yes



Month
Announced

February

February

February
(may not be
annual event)

March
_(may not be

annual event)

APPENVIX T (CONTINUED)

r 2 -

Grade
Acepity t Level

\

Science Writing Contest, Society for Technical
Communication 10712

Cash awards
?

Maryland Science Talent Search, Maryland Academy 10-12

of Sciences
Invited papers from entries in National Science
talent Searchrcertificates and cash awards

Student Research Grant, Washington Academy,of Sciences 10-12

Support for individual or group investigations

Camp gxperience, Catoctin National Park, Maryland
Forest Service and Department of Natural Resources
Conservation and park service experiences

varied

CDst to
Student

varied

March
Omay not be
annual event)

High School Cooperative Education Program
Selected agencies hire students at GS-1 rate for

qatZ-work; could lead to.four-year college work,
scholarship

11

March Pre-college Oceanography,Program, Marine Science , 7-12 Yes

Consortium., WalloO'S Jsland

One week summeT programs, oceanography, marine i
biology, salt marsh ecology

March Science Lecture Series, University.of Maryland 10-12

(may not be
annual event)

Baltimore Campus
Free tuition Saturday programs

March Science Training Programs Directory, National 10-12 Yes

Science Foundation and participating universities/
colleges (mostly summer, some academic year)
More than 100 pre-college training programs

U.S. Department of Agriculture Science Fair 7-12

Projects invited fram area fairs

April Greater Washington Science talent Search and Joint 10-12

Board on Science and Engineering Education Awards
Dinner
Recognition for area students selected for
National Science Talent Search and International
Science Fair

May International Science and Engineering Fair, Science 10-12
Service; Senior division winners of area fair are
sponsored to city of fair; many national awards

/

June Maryland 4-H and Youth Conservatfon Camp varied Yes

"In-the-woods" 6-day program
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Programs with Multiple Offerings

Chesapeake Bay Foundation and Waterfawl Research Group,
John 8opkins University

Courses, seminars, excursions

Grade Cost to
Level Student

varied vdried

4-H Fairs varied varied
Local, state, national fairs include science categories;
open to 4-bi_ members

4
Maryland Academy of Sciences, Baltimore 6-12 Yes

Baltimore and local lecture series, seminars, school varied
visit program, student research lab, small student'.

. grants

. -

Maryland Centers for the Gifted and Talented
Most of the summer programs include science

5-i2
vatied

varied

Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Instttution varied varied
Tours, docets, discovery roam, naturalist center for
individual self-development

National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.
Lectures, symposia

varied varied -

Nature Forays, Audubon Naturalist Society and National varied varied,
. -

Museum of Natural History
Trips, excursions, varied lengths

-.,

Summer Field Ecology Program, Audubon Naturalist Society Ages Yes
Trips, four days to 2 weeks 12-17

Montgomery dount_pi Public Schools - COurses and Programs

Biology 2

Biology AP
Chemistry 2

*Chemistry AP
Physical Science 2
Physic's 2

Agatomy 'and Phys.iology

Internshiv- Science
Independent Study Projects (non-credit)

.Laboratory Assistant (non-credi.t)
Science Clubs (non-credit)

Awardd available for school use (non-competetive; school seaff select reciaient)___7_

American Association of Physics Teachers Certificate
Bausch and Lamb Science Medal
George Washington University Engineering Medals (2)
Montgomery County Medical Society Medal
Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute Certificate

-88-
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' Gifted Science Project

ESEA, Title IV-C, planned foi three years, 1977-1980. A Supplementary

Education Service for Giftea Students and Their Teachers - Science

Project Director, Dr. John R. Pancella

A resource file of connunity resources and published
materials for individual gifted students, Grades 3-8.

Other

Area and school-based projects

Career Days - universities/collekes

Field Trips or Open House - various agencies an stitutions

Natronal Merit Schaarship Program

University/colleie courses

4 1*

5/80
-89-
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